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clThe Kitimat General Hospital's children's ward, children to have their.own segregated area. 
osed slnoe May of 1978, will reopen during the last "Theward is now In a position where it's next to an 
week ~ October according to hospital administrator adjoining area, not on a separate floor of the hospital 
Jack ureen. It had to be shut down due to low oc- like before,"Green explained. "rbls makes much 
eupaney, better use of staff." 
In the past ~ere were times where only two beds ct 
18 were occupied. The new ward will have 14 beds and 
includes a playroom and a pair of doors to separate it
from the adjoiniug war. The public will have a chance 
to see {he final product during an open home of 
Wednesday Oct. 3. 
The closure became an imue in the May 10 election 
mpaign,when~IDP leader Dave Barrett oured the 
pital and called for the ward to be reopened. It Was 
finally decided that despite the low occupancy and 
financial expense, it was indeed nec~sary for 
/ h 
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And how was the water, see story  page 7 
cigarettosataboutS:40p.m., havetoplck ups head from for tWo,prisoners to handle 
said Marehand. A demand the corrtder, '~ said Denis negotlati~, with peniten. 
for drugs was refused. Racine, 22, who is serving a tlsry authorities. For most of 
Negotiations eonttoued 25-year sentence for first- the day, however, prison 
Intothe vening hours for the degreemurder. Hewn officials were handling 
releaseeftheeaptivon-,Le, identified by authorities as negotiations with Racine 
compte, three teachers, a the ringleader, over an internal panlten- 
security officer and a guard, But Marchand told tlsryhtelephone. , 
prison officials said. reporters that, although e Authorities identified 
The first demand by the imagined the hostage takers Raclne's fellow hostage- 
hostage-taken, which was planned to bargain for their takers as: Michel 
telephoned before the line freedom, the subject had not Beudreault, serving a four- 
was cut to a Montreal radio yet been broached in year sentence for armed 
station, was that they be negotiations with prison an. robbery and escaping 
released unconditionally, thoritles. ' custody; Pierre ThibAult, 
"Thin time there really • Marchand said the ~ an ll-year sentence 
will be violence, they will hea~getakers were asking for attempted murder and 
, armed robbery; and Serge 
Payeur, serving a 10-year 
sentence for robbery with 
Convicts holding hostages 
By JAMES'ALIbEN believed to have Injured his 
MONTREAL (CP) .-- A neck In a scuffle with the 
convlctedmurderer, backed hostagetakers, but Mar- 
by three other prisoners chand said he had only a 
armed with makeshift scratch on his neck which did 
knives and steel pipes, have not appear serious. 
released one of six hostages About nine hours after the 
theytook Monday morning incident began, 17 fellow 
at nearby Archambault prisoners caught in the 
maximum security institute, elaasreorn when the incident 
Assintant prison director began ware released, prison 
Level Marchand said that officials said, 
The released prisoners, 
who apparently didnot play 
an active role in the hoetqe- 
taking, were ~changed for 
sandwiches, coffee and 
waste and pollution had entered the prtsen schcol 
abatement, section. 
The federal government, ~Io injuries Were reported. 
however, has exclusive Rr . fhambau l t ,  30 
Jurisdiction over navigation .Idlome~rev north of Men. 
and fisheries and is ~eal, was billed wien it 
responsible for Inter- opened in 1968 as the most 
provincial and international progressive Canadian penal 
matters, institution ever built. Dut it 
And with probloms uch as has been plagued by 
the current acld'raln crisis, disruptive incidents. 
officials say federal and The ~cat recent incident 
~ ".~vinciaJ government co- took place last May, when 
ope~atios/~ essential, two knifowislding convicts 
Caused ~y, interaction in took aprison training officer 
the atmosphere of sulphur and a National Parole Board 
dioxide and nitrogen oxide nffieiai hestage. 
emissions -- much of it 
hostage Jacques Lecampte, 
a 25-year-old clerk, was 
released at about 9:30 p.m. 
(EDT) Monday. Marchand 
said Lecompte was promptly 
examined by a prl~n doctor 
and appeared tobe suffering 
from nervomcheck. ' Environment law lie wsa taken to hospital in violence and kidnapping. 
Montreal. The hostages were: 
In return for tbe liberatton said in the work  teachers Lille Roger. 23; of the hustage, the prisoners Michel Pare, 35; John 
were granted permkafon to . ~ Brockmun; clerk Jacques 
telepheaetheirfumilies.The Lecompte, 25; security of- 
telephone in the classroom llearsorgeOeoffroy, 28;and 
wberetbeheatages are being " By MARLENE OR'ION Ucularly harmful to health and have authority to make an unidentified guard. 
held was restored to serviee. OTTAWA (CP) -- The or hkve a long-term impact laws in areas such as The incldent begsa t 8:50 
It was cut off shortly after federal ggveroment expects on the environment. . domestic and industrial a.m. EDTafter the prisoners 
the incident began, topropoee l gislation by the ,. --Setting federal stan. 
Lecompte was originally end of the year to end some darddj tot sneclflc areas 
imported from the United 
States -- acld roin has 
threatened thousands of 
Cabedlsn lakes. 
Environment Minister 
John Fraser has called it the 
most serious environment 
problem Canada has ever 
faced and says he expects 
pr0vincisl co-oporatlon in 
reducing the gaseous 
emissions. 
He says the federal 
government will make en. 
catchment protection 
standards for industry 
tougher and will force 
provincial compliance if 
necessary. 
of the Jurisdictional wh~re t~l~ral'Jurisdiction is 
problems with the provinces cleat 
in protecting the envi- --Encouraging provincial 
ronment, authorities "t~ implement 
J.B. Seaborn, deputy envi- federal requirements. ' 
ronment minister, said Seahorn said~he is con- 
Monday the government vincad of the need for "a 
Wants to clarify and redefine strong federal role in the 
the federal role in an- mnst must important en- 
vironmental matters, an el- v ironmental  protection 
fort which began when the issues of thin country." , 
environment department The provinces have 
wna separated from fisheries Jurisdiction over natural 
earlier this year. resources, including water, 
Transit 
looks• good 
for Terrace 
A feasibility study on 
public transit for the Terrhce 
District has been completed. 
At the meeting of the 
Terrace district council 
l~nday evening, Terrace 
Mayor Dave Maroney 
revealed that he had 
recelved acopy nf the study 
Monday afternoon. . 
However, the mayor 
wanted to study the results 
before issuing a public 
statement. 
"I wentover it very briefly 
and it looks good," he 
commented, "it needs to be 
discussed with the regional 
district people and with the 
transit authority." 
Thethreeportles will meet 
on Thursday to discuss the 
aport in full detail. Maroney 
will make a public statement 
en Friday. 
LOCAL 
WINS 
Two Terrace people 
struck it rich in. the 
September 12 Western 
Express lottory. Maryles 
Vandenbroek and Ed 
Severied, .both 22, won 
M00,000 in the draw. 
Severied is an imployes 
at Eurocan Pulp and 
Paper in Fit/mat. The 
couple plan to buy a home 
and a new car. 
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Cold but alive 
ANCHORAGD (AP) -- An 
Anchorage man li alive after 
a nearly six hour dunk in the 
frigid waters of Cook Inlet 
lowered his body ten~- 
perature to 32 degrees 
Celsius. 
The near fatal Incident 
began Saturday morning 
when 28-year-old Ronald 
Jordan's dory was overs 
turned by the tides in Cook 
Inlet off Fire Island near 
Anchorage. 
Jordan was pitched over- 
board, but managed to cling 
to the side of the dory which 
through, choppy seas for 
about 50 kllometres. 
14 Flavors 
BOTTLE DEPOT 
Beer  & Pop Boffles 
4636 Lazclle Ave. 
Terrace, B.C. 
Open 10 a.m.-6 p.m. dally except Sunday 
Frl. fill 9 p.m. 
and the public health is not 
being threatened by the 
refugee program, it added. 
An Ontario health 
spokesman said Monday in 
an interview that Health 
Minister Dennis Tlmbrell 
wants federal immigration 
officials to tell his ministry 
immediately when refugees 
with tuberculosis enter the 
province. 
In a recent letter to Atkey, 
Timbrcll said there had been 
a delay before his officials 
were told several tubercular 
refugees were entering the 
• province. 
However, the ministry 
spokesman said treiiment 
usually starts in Southeast 
Asia and they present no 
health hazard in Canada. 
Crombie's tatement said: 
"As in normal immigration 
medical procedures, 
provincial health authorities 
are routinely notified of 
recorded medical conditions 
discovered among some 
refugees and which require 
routine snrveillance." 
Refugees are examined by 
federal- medical personnel, 
Canadian immigration 
reg.8_ tions say no persons 
• chiti he admitted to Canada 
with a disease which in the 
opinion of at least two 
medical officers is likely to 
endanger public health or 
safety. 
Jets in dogfight 
BEIRUT (AP) --Syrian 
Jet fighters and U.S.-made 
Israeli F-15s fought south of 
Beirut on Monday in the 
biggest air battle over 
Lebanon in three months. 
Four Syrian MiGs were 
chot down and Syria said two 
Israeli Jets were hit. The 
Israelia said all their planes 
made it safely back to base. 
In Washington, state 
department spokesman 
Thomas ResiGn called the 
air clash a dangerous 
development and appealed 
to all sides to exercise 
restraint. 
The dogfight occurred Jmt 
hours before State Secretary 
Cyrus Vance made anew ap- 
peal before the UN General 
Assembly in New York to 
end the "cycle of violence" 
in Lebanon. He diecloyed 
that the U.S. has launched a 
diplomatic initiative to 
restore peace in Lebanon, 
but gave no details. 
Syria said its MiG-21s 
scrambled to intercept he 
Israeli warplanes after the 
lsraells attacked civilian 
camps in the Damour area 16 
kilometron south of Beirut. 
Israeli military command in 
Tel Aviv said its Jets were so 
reconnaissance over 
Palcatinlan guerrilla bases, 
Israeli Jets first drew 
ground fire from Palestialan 
and Lebanese l ftist gunners 
as they roared over Beirut 
International irport and the 
nearby Sabra camp, 
headquarters of Palestine 
Liberation Organization 
leader Ysaser Ararat. The 
Israelin were not touched by 
the anti-aircraft barrage, 
but Syrian planes met them 
as they flew east over the 
mountains into the Bekaa 
Valley, Lebanese govern- 
ment sources aid. 
The planes headed back 
west and the dogfight 
erupted over the foothills 
near the airport, the sourcm 
said, 
Both sides reported four 
Syrian Jets went down. 
Lebanese government 
sources aid two crashed in 
flames near the airport, 
Their pilots were seen 
parachuting to safety. The 
other two went down in the 
hills. 
Soaborn told a conference 
on air pollution control that 
offlclak began consultations 
with the provinces in the 
spring to develop proposals 
that would "avoid 
duplication and incon- 
slstences both between and 
within levels of govern- 
ment." 
He outlined several 
general proposals for new 
legislation but declined 
comment on further details. 
Among the proposals: 
--Applying national 
r~ulrements and focussing 
more specifically on 
• oMutante which are nar. 
COURSE STARTS FRIDAY 
w i l l ,  inning Friday, Sept 28, the Daily Herald begin participating in "Connections: 
Technolngy and Change," a program combining 
newspapers, television and colleges throughout 
the province. 
Friday's instalment is the first of 15 which are 
to be run in InconJuuctian with the PBS 
Television presentation of the 10-part series, 
mtitled Connections. The presentation begins 
Sunday, Sept. 30, at 8:00 p.m. KCTS-TV Seattle, 
I 
cable 9 in the Terrace.Kitimat rea, is carrying 
the series, 
In some areas the Connections series is being 
brought into the absentee-university credit 
scheme. Although the series is being offered for 
credit in Alberta and Washington State, it is not 
affiliated with any B.C. universities. 
The Herald will run the 15 parts of the 
newspaper portion of the series every Friday 
beginning this week. More information is for- 
thcoming. 
Terraee's first Indo- 
Chinese refugees have 
arrived and despite the 
being herded around, 
they displayed smiles of 
gratitude. 
The three families 
arrived via CPA Monday 
afternoon after going 
through procedures at 
one of the Canadian 
staging areas. 
The children were 
laden with coloring books 
and crayons they 
received on the flight and 
one little boy clung to his 
newly adopted teddy 
bear. 
Angela Yan was asked 
by the Christian Refor- 
med Church to act as the 
interpreter and was kept 
busy reassuring the 
~oup and informing 
them .-.,of~what •was...to 
become of them now that 
they have finally arrived 
at their destinaUon. 
Yan was able to 
communicate with two of 
the families in Cantonese, 
while me e/the refugees 
translated for her in a 
Vietnamese dialect o the 
third family. 
th Thee main concern of 
families was the 
housing arrangement. 
Yan assured them they 
would not be mere than a 
block apart. They were 
worried they would be 
separated. 
The total number of 
refugees due to arrive 
was 17 but i t  has been 
learned by the sponsoring 
group only 16 were sent to 
Terrace. 
The  29-year -o ld  
daughter of Mrs. Tai 
Tang is missing and her 
whereabouts are not 
known, as immigration 
~fieials stated they have 
lost her papers, said John 
Vanderwal spokesman 
for the group. 
Indications are that the 
17 people have originated 
from a refugee Camp 
somewhere in Malaysia 
and Norman Mantel, also 
from the Christian 
Reformed Group, said 
they have not received all 
of the necessary in- 
formation on the group. 
Betty Barton, em- 
ployment counsellor for 
Canada ~ Manpower was 
also on hand for the 
arrival to assist the 
sponsor group in 
determining the em- 
ployment needs of the 
heads of family. 
Barton also stated that 
information has been 
received from im- 
migration that up to 11 
By ERLEEN COMEAU 
Herald Staff Writer 
OTTAWA (CP) -- Federal 
Health Minister David 
Crombis denied published 
reports Monday that In- 
dochinnae refugees were 
bringing contagious tu- 
berculosis to Canada. 
A statement from his of- 
rice followed reports that 
Ontario officials were 
concerned some of the 
refugees recently admitted 
to Canada have active, con- 
tngiom tuberculcais. 
However, Immigration 
Minister Ron Atkey 
acknowledged Monday that 
. some d the refugees bronght 
tlib'd~s"~TuiF~th em from_ 
~e.  refuge,e camps of 
~oumeast  Asia. 
But the cases were isolated 
because all potential lmmi. 
gants were given a medical 
eck in Asia before being 
allowed to leave, Atkey said 
in an interview in Quebec. 
City, where the federal 
cabinet was meeting. 
"I'd be concerned if some 
slipped through, '' Atkey 
said. "I have some reports Of 
problems, but I understand 
it's in hand." 
"No lndechinase r fugees 
are being admitted to 
Canada with contagious 
tuberculosis," Cromble'o 
statement said. Medical 
requirements for immi- 
grants have not been relaxed 
TB is denied 
non-sponsored families about their new friends 
may be placed in the. and showed signs of 
Terrace area at a later willingly leoldng forward 
date. to overcoming all 
The Terrace families barriers of corn- 
who are opening their municatienandproviding 
homes to the new all the help required by 
residents were excited the needy families. 
TEeZaCZ 
Refugees 
arr ive here 
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By J.R. DUPUIS 
CP Basinau Editor 
VANCOUVER (CP) - -  A 
beer market ~,stem br  
l~ain was endorsed Monday 
the Canadian Chamber ~f 
Commerce, putting the 
knack ee the continuation of
a dominant Canadian Wheat 
Board. 
It was (me of 85 resolutions 
to be considered by 
delegates to the chamber's 
mnmd convention. 
H.E. H~ Wyatt, Calgary- 
bused vice.chairman of the 
Royal Bank of Canada, was 
elected chairman of the 
Freer grain market 1demanded 
chember, succeeding David what it's ddng on both "ex- 
Ikalde of Montreal. 
G,D. Denton Clark, 
chairman of R.C,A. Ltd, of 
Ste, Anne.de-Bellevue, Qoe., 
was named first vice- 
chairman, with R,B. Roger 
Hemal, corporate manager 
ef Imperial Oil Ltd. of 
Montreal, named second 
vice~hairrn=n. 
The thre~day convention 
ends today with a keynote 
speech by Rou Huntington 
PC-Capi lano, federa l  
minktur of state for small 
business. 
The resolutions debated 
Monday, specifically dairy, 
grain and oilseed, were 
surpr is ing ly  handled 
quickly, without the ex- 
pectod emotional outburst. 
Delegates endorsed a 
Winnipeg proposal calling 
for a total marketing system 
in grain and oilseed which 
would provide a "minimum 
amount of bureaucratic 
control and a maximum 
amount of ~ee chdce." They 
threw out a conflicting 
resolution from Regina 
which would have main- 
rained an aggressive and 
strong Canadian Wheat 
Board. 
Winnipeg's prop~al, while 
urging a less-domlnatlng 
wheat bmrd, called for an 
~pen and eompotitive futures 
market in Canada. I t  
suggested the board use the 
futures when making 
domestic and export sales of 
, feed grains. 
In effect, this would 
change the way Main is 
priced in Canad~ 
Chris Mills of Calgary, a 
chamber specialist in grain 
marketing, said by using the 
futures market "the board 
.willhavetoshow its hand on 
port and domestic markets." 
Other features of the 
Winnipeg resolution were 
that Canadian feed grains be 
priced in accordance with 
world demand and that 
receipts from L~ooled sales 
reflect premiums prevailing ' 
in the market place. 
• Winnipeg also said govern. 
mento must avoid policies 
that restrict he producers' 
freedom of choice when 
making production aQd 
marketing daoletona. . 
"Governments should not 
attempt to iso late the 
Tor ies  hopefu l  o f  addzn ' " more  . 
By PAUL GESSELL the Progressive Con- Development Agency, told " I 'm :~g to be government," said the 
QUEBEC (CP) - -  Two fed. servatives. ,': reporters a day after Janelle discussing with them ff they Quebec senator, who i s  
eral cabinet ministers ex. "I am going to ~peek with left the Socreds for the Con; could be happy to cross the getting credi~ for luring 
pr~ optimism Monday some Liberals and some servntives, chamber and Join the Janelle away from the 
that they w II be able t~ Social Credit members," ~ soereda, 
convince other opposition Senator Martial Asselin, 
MPs to follow Richard minister of state for the 
Janelle's example and.~oin Canadian' International 
IIII 
TERMINAL 
EXPRESS 
(635-368O) 
Parcel Pickup & Delivery 
, s in  ~ m m m m e e m ~ y m m  ~ ~ m .  
Light Packages & Parcels 
Chairs - -  Recliners --  End Tables-- 
Portable T.V. 
Suites (Kilchen & Living Room) 
Beds & Box Springs 
MASTER BEDROOM DRESSERSOR CHESTS 
FRIG'S, STOVES, WASHER OR ORYERS 
. ~ s m  s a m .  
District of Terrace Only 
Roy says its no sale 
By ALAN FREEMAN 
ST. GEORGES-DE. 
BEAUCE, Que. (CP) - -  
Fabien Roy, leader of the 
shrinking federal Social 
Credit party, said Monday 
he's not for sale despite 
pressures on his five- 
member caucus to Join the 
Conservatives. 
"I'm not for sale and Joe 
Clark should get this clear 
once and for all," Roy told a 
news conference inhis riding 
of Bcauce, 125 kliometree 
south of Quebec City. 
Roy said he had managed 
to speak with three of his 
four remaining Social Credit 
caucus colleagues in the 
wake of Sunday's defection 
by Richard Jenelie (Lot. 
biniere) to the Progressive 
Conservatives. 
"They reassured me that' 
there are no problems and I 
can count on them." 
Roy said the three --  
Eudore Ailard (Rimcuski), 
Adr ien  Lamber t  
(Bellechasse) and Armand 
Caouette (Abitihi) -- had all 
been approached recently by" 
the Conservatives toquit the 
Credit~tes. 
"The pressures are very 
strong," Roy said, although 
he ella not say what the Cee-" 
servatives had offered the 
Quebec MPs. 
. AS for the fourth 
Creditisto, Charles-Arthur 
Gauthier (Robervai), he said 
in a radio interview in 
Jonquiere that Janelle's 
move was dishonest and he 
hod no intention of following 
him into Tory ranks. 
Roy •later said Con- 
servatives had not ap- 
proachzd him about a 
possible party ewitch. But he 
made it clear he was not 
interested In Joining the 
government benches. • 
"These threats and 
doubtful manoeuvres from 
the Progressive Con-. 
servative party won't make 
me go on my knees bofor 
Jo Clark." 
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"Rooh LaSaile, supply and 
services minister undPrime 
Minister Clark's chief 
Quebec adviser, said in an 
interview he may 'have more 
dafectinns to announce by 
the opening of Parliament 
Oct. 9, 
Like Aseelin, LaSaile in- 
dicated he will be ap- 
preaching opposition MPs, 
.especially from the Social 
Credit party, who can is- 
crease Clark's weak Quebec 
representation. , 
Janelie's dofectlan means 
Clark now has three MPs 
from quebec and the 
Soeredy have only five. 
Clark's other Quebec MPs 
are LaSalle and Howard 
Grafftoy, minister of state 
for social progrems~ 
The defection was an- 
naunced by Clark on Sunday 
as he kicked off.three days of 
alention.campaign style 
appearances and cabinet 
meetings in the quebec 
ca~. 
•- -S inc la i r  • Stevens,  
treasury board president, 
also commented onspending 
at Mirabel airport near 
Montreal and the cancelled 
Piekering airport near 
Toronto by saying: "The urontedJo~s. 
public service carried 'the The program, which has 
bali and the government was ureatodan estimated 20,000 
being carried along." new Jobs, is due to end 
March 31. 
-.Communications Passed was a Sum- 
Minister David MacDonalb 
discounted reports that merside, P,,E.I., motion that 
Canadian companies could "i called for' federal aid in 
developin& a J/quid and.fuel 
• 5lose millions of ffollars" I n ' "  industry ~sod on biomass 
contracts to Arab countries 
became of the government's and forest products as nn 
alternative source of fuel. 
controversial proposal to The resolution was 
move the embassy in Israel amended from the original 
to Jerusalem from Tel Aviv. Summerside request which 
Don Cruiokshenk, president was for development of an 
of the Canadian Telecom- 
munications Carr iers ethanol alcohol industry. 
rOduuer from market 
rces in attempts to 
enhance farm income," said 
the Winnipeg presentation. 
On the  other hand, 
Regina's resol~ttion which 
faUed said a sl~on~ central 
selling agency promotes 
stability for the farmer and 
in ternat ion .a l  g ra in  
n~reements must reflect he 
cost of production faced by 
Canadian producers, 
• In a close vote, R egina's 
proposal failed to achieve 
the required two-thirds 
majority, chiefly because 
dal~ates were 'confused by 
hazy wording of thz 
resolution, . 
One delgate said Regina'e 
resolution was another 
. example of government 
intrusion in  private en- 
terprise. 
Referred to the chamber 
beard was a resolution by 
Sault Ste. Marie, Ont., that in 
effect asked that the highly. 
regulated dairy industry 
become more aeceuntable to o 
the free market system. 
The resolution was in line 
with the general philosophy 
of the chamber wnd 
delegates - -  as roflected in 
the Winnipeg vote - "  but 
would have put the chamher 
in serious conflict with the 
industry, which favors regu. 
lation. By referring the 
motion, the chamber wpli 
have the opportunity o try to 
reach a concenana with the 
industry on an amended 
resolution for next year's 
convention. 
Also defeated was a 
Regina resolution that 
proposed marketing boards 
for livestock be used when 
favored by a majority vote of 
producers. It lost because It 
would have meant a tacit 
endorsement of marketing 
beards. 
Delegates narrowly  
defeated a Sherbrooke, Que, 
motion to urge Ottawa to 
• extend the expiry date by at 
least a year of the em- 
ployment tax credit pro. 
gram, whY.oh provides tax 
credits to employers who 
hire workers on newly- 
c ea  Jobs. 
I 
NEW YORK tAP) - -  Hot 
Hitter, the world champion 
threeyear-old pacer, was 
• purchased for. what 
amounted to~ million, hut it 
won't take long for owners 
Morton Finder and Louis 
Guide to make back the i r  
investment. 
. Finder, president of Pine 
Hollow Stsndardbrnd Sales 
and Management Corp., and 
Gulda, of Morriavllie, Pa., 
acquired 60 per cent.of Hot 
Hitter at a rate that placed 
the colt's valuz at 26 million, 
it was announced Monday at 
a news conference, 
This year, Hot Hitter has 
won numerous major races 
- -  including the Little Brown 
/ • • .•  
Jug, the Adios and the P/'IX 
d'Ete, setting a single. 
season record by earning 
~/16,939. 
But his best earnings till 
are ahead of him. 
Because harne~ racing. 
horses can take advantage of 
artificial insemination, Hot 
Hitter will he able.to service 
200 mares a year, Finder 
said. The initial service 
charge will be ~7,$)0 for each 
successful date, and the 
price should go up every 
year. That could.net Fin .der 
and Guide 11.~ m~mon mr me 
1960 breeding season. 
And, Finder said, Hot 
Hiiiar can be productive for 
another 2O-25 years. 
NEWS BRIEFS 
Banker pleads not guilty 
GENEVA ' tAP) - -  1969 at a time when the 
prosecution says he must 
have known the. mutual fund 
Financier Bernard Cornfeld, 
protesting "I am not a 
swindler," pleaded not guilty 
Monday at h is  trial on 
charges he cheated em- 
ployees of his Investors 
Overseas Services cut of 
almost $8 million. 
Cornfeld, 52, founder and 
former head of the now- 
defunct lOS, a Swise.based 
mutual fund, told a Jury of 
six man and six women in 
Geneva criminal court that 
"for me it is lmportsnt ot to 
continue living under the 
shadow of a frau~ charge." 
More than 16o witnesses 
have been called to testify at 
the trial. 
Cornfeld. is accused of 
having sold 17.8 million 
worth of his own IOS shares 
to company employees in 
was headed for financial dis. 
aster and its stock would 10se 
its value. 
"At that ime, I never even 
dreamed that this could be 
possible," the bearded, 
balding defendant said. 
He was arrestod in May, 
1973, and released 11 months 
later on 11.4 million ball. 
Slightly more than $1 
million then was used to 
settle the claims of a group 
of 60 former IOS employees, 
who thee withdrew their 
fraud complaints. 
A group of 350 
shareholders, moeUy former 
employees, was formed after 
the t int group was paid off 
and is represented at the 
trial, ' ,  
Canada calls for rights 
UNITED NATIONS (CI~ " DUawa. is" i~e~iewing a 
--.External Affairs Miniktei' number' o! ' :  p6sltlons in 
Flora MacDonald make~ h~i ~: fqreI~ "~ "~li~'./shd there 
first sDeec~ to: the' ~ 'e~i l  ~ e~Id-b~'s~Ifhf~'!he way 0t- 
Assembly today and senior tawa views theworld. 
officials esy she will call for For example, there is 
new initiatives on human some thought that Canada 
should pay increasing at- rights. 
Miss MacDonald can be 
expected to name names 
when she discusses countries 
with bad records on human 
rights. Officials also say she 
will carry the topic beyond 
political rights to include the 
right o freedom from fear of 
war a~ th~.~e~ to (r~e~m 
from fear ~' p0Vert~;': ° "' '"' 
• Her: ~[~e~l~'~J~ ~ a '~" 
time when much of Canadd's 
foreign policy is in flux. High 
government officials say 
.tention to events and 
problems in the Western 
Hemisphere. 
"We should he concerned 
with that part of the world 
we know best," an official 
said. 
Middle East policy may 
abl~).~ revised whe~.Rohor~ 
St~ffieM ~ts"b~i~ aite~ ' 
his mission to study tl~ ~ 
proposed move o/Canada's 
embassy in Israel  to 
Jerusalem from Tel Aviv. 
Russian skaters defect 
GEN'EVA(AP)--Russian old wife vanished last 
Summerslde said the law figure skaters Ludmilla Tuesday, the day they were 
Cont'd & Shirley Hour A Classic Association, has tele- prohibiits the building of Belousova and glee to have flown back to the 
Cont'd $keena Cont'd Dick grammed Clark predicting enthanol plants in Canada, Pr,otopopov, twotime Soviet Union after a four. 
Cont'd Journal Cont'd Caveat the Inns of contracts. 10ut delegates felt the war. Olympic champions 0_~d week skating exhibition tour 
essl .on : - ' '  :'l~i'~:~f., MacNel, ' ; '~ --Imm'l'~aUon~xMini~tor dingshouldbemorebruadto, nging darlings of the~l~e .of West Germany and 
::ii' sesttkh;.:--. ~' . ' ,~. .  .... . . . . . . . . . . . .  W'ever Turns ~ ROU Atkey said he' ha]s include other fuel sources, rink, have defected to the Switzerland.. 
I 
Tonight Ro'ck~ortl" You On Lehrer 
Tlc Tac Files Stars .I News. learned of a few Southeast The convention also West, the Swiss government Swiss Juetice Ministry 
145 Dough ConYd On Ice Makers Asian refugees suffering referred formore study a announced Monday. epokeeman Ulrich Hubacher 
from tuberculosis who have Vancouver motion to . The husband.wife team, announced they had asked 
I ;  entered Canada.. However, estabilch t e princples under whe dominated world pairs for asyluin hi Switzerland 
) :00 Mlasd. Happy Angle Evening the ca~es were isolated which an tmployer could skating in the mid.1960s, last week and he said the 
:Is Of Days Cont'd At Pops because all purentlal ira- refuse or agree to fire or were the fourth and fifth government would make a 
N ) :30 Shar. The National Cont'd migrants-were given a rehire workers who take prominent Soviet per- decision within several 
:4s Lobo Raes Gaographlc Conf'd , medlcaicheckinAalabefore, another job because of a formers to seek political weeke. 
~)  heing allowed io Inave, strike, asylum abroad in little more WEATHER[  : 00 Tuesday Three's Coni'd I Upstairs, --Justice Minister Jacques One consideration "was than a month In which three 
: 15 Night at Company Cont'd Downstairs Flynn said he Is considering whether or not preference dancers of the Solshoi Ballet 
:30 Movies The Fifth Taxi Cont'd introducing legislation to should be given to an ap- defected to the United 
:45 'The Estate Cont'd Cont'd tqxlate what he called ob- pllcant who is unemployed States. 
solete laws governing sexual over one who is one strike or The 47-year .o ld  , 
Part Man Cont'd Ncvle . c/flee predicts a mainly 
s M 145 Two Alive Cont'd 'Rattle cloudy Tuesday with 
, possibly a shower in the 
s S 00 News National CTV Of A morning and some sunny 
periods in the afternoon. 
IS Cont'd Night .News Simple High of 15 degrees Celsius 
30 The. Beet Final Hour /Van' 
i s l s 45 Of Carson P.M. Final Cont'd dropping to 9 degrees at 
niiht. Outlook for Wed- 
-duy:  e=y 
Sl Cont'd Kolak I.ste Bernaby periods. ' 
Ceet'd Cont'd Show Jones 
I 145 Cont'd Cont'd 'The Cont'd 
Cont'd Cont'd Gambler' Late Movie SALT AFTER POPPING 
When making popcorn, 
~ '  never put the salt in the 
WEDNESDAY 10 a,m. to 5 p.m, ' popper with the corn hecause 
-". it tends to make the puffs 
,• tough, 
| ~ '~:00  N~ High Fr lend ly  Webster E l~f r l c  "~!' i 
II :15 Rollers Giant .cont'd Company . ;" I s" :30 Wheel of Mister Creative M for Music d : ,is Fortune Dressup Cooking Word Shop 
S S :00 Mind Sesame Mad Th lnkshout  G O O D T ~  :15 Readers Street Dash Art Starts 
:30 Password Cont'd Definition Vegetable Soup 
i e l s :45 PlUs Cont'd Cont'd Self Inc. 
I Q :00 ~YI  News Noon Nova A ~ L ~  
:15 Of Cont'd News Cont'd 
Z : 30 Our Carol Alan Cont'd , ,  ..,s ,,v, =rnett Hams, Save $50. Sears 
" " "  SOMETHING rebuilt engines • : ~ 5 Doctors From Conl'd Thlnksbout Guaranteed 24 months or 24,W¢ : 30 Another Cont'd Another Discovering I miles, Enjoy brand new engine 
I I :aS World Cont'd World About You Iparformance, Shop Sears 
I To~ey I 
Nlghf COvor.Cov~ (2~cu,ln.} 
Cont'd Take Cont'd Freestyle with trade 
$4J7.00 145 Cont'd Thirty Cont'd con1'd • R~. ~7,00 
Complete ~9 net (with heads) 
dgament McLean N~at...- j Benton Imtalled In passenger cars In 
Show 'Anastasia' Spoleto normal use ere ouer, against 
, defe¢fl5 In workmanship or 145 Nuremberg' Cont'd Cont'd '79 materials for 12,000 m.12 
monthaet no cost(rl dacement i 
~I  ' ~t 'd  The Cont'd Sesame TEL " "~"  
i~  Cont'd FIIntstones Cont'd Street pan Delivery from our van- 
s : 30 Cont'd All 1,1 Cont'd Cont'd couvw enolneclepot. Call Sears 
:45 Cortt'd The Family Cont'd Cont'd t~lsv, 
- -  Phone 635.6541 
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' ORDERED TO TAKF. TRF.,4TMENT 
A ~Jx-month Jell 
sentence was handed 
He sees six-months in jail for impaired 
as Montgomery had b lontgomery  was blsrevolveionKinguton, dltlon he must abstain Bradleyto~kaJetbcat breach of recognizance Btshoptoldtheeourt. 
accumulated numerous sentenced to six months crown counsel told the completely from the use from a marina on Gibson and break and entry St. Laurent refused to down in Terrace 
provincial court on an 
tointapoired driving charge 
man the Judge called 
a "menace". 
Harold Montgomery 
appeared before Judge 
Collins for sontencing c~ 
a eha~e of impaired 
driving and driving while 
disqu .ailfled. 
Montgomery had been 
stopped hy Terrace 
P~MP on Aprll 21 while 
he was driving a 
motorcycle without a 
helmet, 
lnoarceration for the 
offences was reeom. 
mended by crow• counsel 
ol~mces in the last few 
years. 
"It seems to me that 
you have been ~ven all 
serfs e~ opportunity to 
stra ighten up ,"sa id  
Collins. 
"You are. not only a 
nuisance in of= society 
but a menace, therefore 
sonte•~i~ must'be done 
to bring it to ~e kttention 
of othera,"Collins told 
Mont~ome~.. " 
'.'At some point the 
court's patience will be 
exhausted and quite 
frankly mine' are 
exhausted in this case,"  
he said. 
in jail for impaired court. 
driving with the "I cannot control 
recommendat ion he alcohol,"Kinguton told 
receive treatment at Collins. 
' T reatment  North l• Kingston also told 
Prince Gecrge and three Coliinshebadbeen trying 
months to be served to reform and had spent 
concurrent on the dr/ring sometime inthe hospital. 
whi le d i squa l i f i ed  Kingston's wife spoke 
charge, to Collins on her 
husband's behalf and 
Charles Kingston stated he was h'ying to do 
101eededquiltytoachargu something about his 
ef being in possession ofa drinking. Graham 
dangerous weapon on McKenzie was also asked 
April 19. by Collins to state how he 
was now getting along 
Kingston was seen with Kingston. 
waving a knife at his Collins suspended on 
s tepson ,  'Graham the charge and placed 
/dcKenzie, prompting a• Kingston on three years 
RCMP member to pull probation with the con- 
LOCAL DOCTOR 
Guilty plea on drug charge 
A Te~rsee physician ap- ~ Coumd Don Brown Defense counsel Dave 
pearodinTerraceprovindal to d tbe court. Warner requested that would have on a young 
mint Monday before Judge 
Darrell Collins to anow~ to 
a charge of possession of
nMIrJJuas n 
Dr. John Blrbeek was 
found in posseseion of the 
marijuana on Sept. ? when 
be was searched by PJ3MP 
m the stairwell of Clark 
radio and television station, 
When asked In court ff he 
understood'the charge 
~rbeek told Judge Collins he 
didn't believe marijuana to 
ba a asrootic. 
Cullins told Birbeck that 
there was no doubt it does 
mine under the Narcotic 
Conlrol Act. 
]Blrbock's plea 'of guilty be 
handled with a conditional 
dscharge as the medical 
lrofession has severe san~. 
tions in such eases and as no 
person k entitled to be 
n~istered as a doctor as a 
result of such an offenco. 
Warner also a~ed the 
court to take into con- 
Trio in 
COURT NEWS for 
stabbing 
Terrsnco Will/am Dobson, stolen property. 14 days Police now say they.have 
18, was sentenced toa y~r, comcurnmt for breach of three suspocls in custody 
in Jail lnKlltmet.l~.vindal reco~asimmes, two months dtorastabbisghareSunday 
court Tharsday, . . . . . . . . .  c0~J~utive for tliefl, and evening. 
Dobson pleaded Ipdlty to three months concurrent to Hazel Stephens, 38, was 
common assault on on~ other but conascuttve to ",ken to Mills Memorial 
rsetaurant maasaer Alan the other sentences for ,Hospital after police 
responded to a call that here and pouessian of stolon 
property. 
He had previously pleaded 
guilty to breach of 
rocognalssance and two 
failure to appear. 
Censer Salvador G~meles, 
19, pleaded gidlty to assault 
camins bodily harm and was 
fined M~00 or in default, 60 
was a flghtat aKefoed Drive 
midenee. Stepbeon is in 
satisfactory condition in 
hospital ouffedng from stab 
slderation the effect this 
medical doctor, stati~'~ it
would be severe. 
"Certainly society ~pects 
perfection i  all actions of 
their lives," stated Collins. 
"The result would tend to 
bring Dr. Birbeck into line 
with other offences and the 
end result would tend to be 
the same," added Collins. 
Crown Counsel told the 
murt he would not be op- 
posed to a conditional 
discharge but asked, for 
conditional discharge with a 
period of probation. 
Collins tated aeondillonsi 
discharge would be cnotrsry 
to the interest of the public 
md it would be in the benefit 
e[ the doctor. 
Defense counsel Warner 
alfued that there" is a 
orta~ of medical prae- 
lltiomrs and it would be to 
Ibe public detriment that any 
doctor should lose his 
Iloenae. 
Collins ordered that a 
xeport be submitted Nov. 5 
born the probation office 
of alcohol. 
Donald Bolton pleaded 
guilty to char~as of break 
and entry and theft. 
Bolton was met by 
three friends who had 
broken into Big River 
Distributors and returned 
with them to take 50 eases 
of beer, the court was 
told. 
Bolton was charged 
also'with theft of a pair of 
boots from the K-Mart 
store in Terrace. 
Collins sentenced 
Bolton to serve 18 months 
probation of the theft of 
the beer and 200 hours 
cammunity work service. 
Bolton also received a
fine of $100 or 7 days in 
dsfault for the thoft of the 
boots. 
Donald Annsworthy 
pleaded guilty to charges 
of being impaired and 
operating an oversized 
vehicle. 
Annsworthy .was fined 
~00 in default 30 days for 
impaired riving and ~5 
for driving an oversized 
vehicle. 
Barbara Great pleaded 
guilty to consuming 
liquor in a public place 
and was fined $25. Judge 
Collins levied a small fine 
as Groat is a student in 
college and is subsidized. 
Leonard Hurd received 
a fine of $400 or 60 days in 
default after he pleaded 
guilty to a charge of 
driving while impaired. 
Henry Davidson, 20, 
was fined $100 or 7 days in 
default for causing a 
disturbance at the 
Terrace Recreation 
Conlre on Sept. 1. 
Gene Miller pleaded 
guilty to a charge of 
impaired riving and was 
fined $400 or ~0 days in 
defaulL 
landing Aug. 15, the court charges, the court was 
was told. told. 
Bradley's attempt was Hector St. Laurent 
unsuccessful as he ran pleaded guilty to a charge 
into another boat, crown of causing a disturbance 
counsel told the court, in an dwdling in Terrace 
provincial eourt Monday. 
Renato Costa of St. Laurent entered 
Kitim•t appeared in Willows Rest Home on 
custody, and bail was set June 28 with a friend 
at $1,000 for his release. 
Costa was brought 
before Judge Collins on 
pay the taxi driver who 
followed them into the 
building where • 
disturbance was created 
in frovt of two young 
laches. 
St. Laurent told Judgo 
]Darral CoUins he was 
intoxicated and did not 
remember the incident. 
a/t~ foroed entery into Collins ordered him to 
the locked building, pay a fine of $150 and in 
Crown Counsel Tom dsfanlt7days. 
~Nk 
Boat /ng 
Gets You Away 
Haida  24 Command Br idge  
Eas ie r  than almost any other recreation. There is a marina or launching 
ramp just moments from your home. 
And what could be easier than Boarding your boat and setting a course 
anywhere you want without a crowded freeway. When you want to stop, 
just drop anchor and relax. Wantto do more? Try fishing, swimming, 
exploring, water skiing or sunning. 
What could be easier than G~ttin9 Away in a Boat. 
Get Away in a Campionl 
CHIMOI( TRAILER SALES LTD.. 
i5~11 Hwy. 16 W. R.R. 3 635-~33 Terrace, |.C. 
wounds and multiple before asntondn& Stephen Brad ley  ! 
~t?  of failure to aPPesr in ~ecbargearsaeoutofan bruises. ~e was apparently Wayne Borne a l so  pleadedguiltytoacharge 
Do~ was als0 found ineldentApril~inKitimat's tabbedintheleBefterfonr pearedbeforeCollimfer~ of theft over $200 and was I 6~lltylxevtouslyoftheftofa Centennial Park.  women broke into the rome charge that he was fined $250 in default 21 |01113A motorcycle worth.more than Douglas Angus MeAn- Thornhlli home. found ta be in .l~SSesaio~ f days. : . . . . . . .  ~ n 
i~00; ..~ :" .': /~. ":~ "~i ; drew.,. 19,' p]uded guilty.to* police conducted- a . . . .  
He was sentenced to 30 drivin~witha bloedaicohol wide search for e~e audmiriJu~nabn'themmeda'te , p l a c e  as Blrb ck an  ~" ' ~10~O"  "O~O"  "bM~O" i 
days for osamlt, six months count over .0e, He was fined assailants following the received a MOO fine and in 
consecutive for possession f ~1~ or in default, 30 days. incident, default seven days. 
' " BESTSELLERS We're steering a course 
to give yo u the best carg0 THIS WEEK! 
On the coast..:: 
Dependable Efficient roll-on twice 
weekly service.~ -~ ..... -- / ro l l -o f f  service. 
Steel hulled covered ~ F l i l J  / Hook-ups for 
barges for al l -weather~ , ~ ~ / _refrigerated containers 
cargo protection. ~ ' / a n d  trailer units. ~ Donna Summer, Jimmy Buffet Trooper 
Bed Girls Volcano Flying Colours 
Fully containerized " ~' -Door to ~,',r ~,=~,,~ce Polygram MCA cargo handling.~.... / . . . . . . . . .  O I , i l  ? , l l  MCA 1,111 . . . . .  , u,ql o 
Bob Dylan . Slow Train Coming . CBS - The Records. The Records Polygram . $6.49 H 
l ~ ~  ) : i l  ,i O . .491;  ~ The Tubes . Remote Control . A & M . $6,M. II . R.E.O. Speedwagon. Nine Lives - CGS -$6.49 Bram Tchalkovsky Strange Man !, ~ Patrick Hernandez. Born To Be CDS Polygr•m. $6.49 
i !" i  - . .49  " KIss. Dynasty. Polygram-$, . l ,  
• " Atlanta Rhythm Section Underdog 
1 ",.,.,,ver.nO- 0o. . ---.-- 
$6.49 Dire Straits -Communique . Polygram . 
• i ,,,;. The Knack. Get The Knack. Capitol. $6,49 $6.49 
~-~,~ ~:~;~ • L:; ,Gerry Rafferty. Nlghtowl. Capitol . $6.49 Police. Outlandos D'Amour - A & M.  $6.49 
~• ~ , : , '~  Long John Baldry - Baldry's Out - Capitol - 
~ ~  $6.0, Jerry Doucette. The Douce Is -A& M. $6.4, And that's just aooreoate,.a~J well Teddy Pendergrass. Teddy. CBS- $6.49 
as heavy equipment for Wings - Back to the Egg. CBS- $6.49 Led Zepplln. In Through the Out. WEA.  the beginning, construction, mining.sawmill Kansas. Monolith. CBS. $6.49 $6.69 
and other large projects Talking Heads. Fear of Music. WEA. $6.49 
As part of Canadian requiring specialized serv ce. Cheap Trick. C.T, at Budokan. CBS. $6,49 The Cars. Cando O. WEA. $6.69 O 
Pacific's coastal marine Whatever your transportation Rex Smith. CBS. $6,49 Nell Young. Rust Never Sleeps . WEA . 
transportation system we're requirements-talk to us first. Chicago. Chicago 13. CBS. $6.49 $6.69 
able to provide a completely Chic Risque WEA $6.69 
integrated service. CP Rail's Our course is set to give you Bob Dylan. Live at Budokan. CBS - Sl0,~ 
Northland Service links the the best cargo service on Pr ism. Armageddon. GRT.  $6.49 Randy VanWarmer. Warmer. WEA. $6.49 
More American Graffltfl - MCA - $11.~ Queen. Live Killer WEA $10,~ lower B.C. mainland with the coast. " " 
Kitimat, Terrace, Prince Rupert, O Spyro Gyro - tv~Drnlng Dance. MCA.  $6.49 Abba. Voulez Vous. WEA - $6.69 
and other northern points for For more information N The Who. The Kids are Alr lght.  MCA - Boney M.  Night Flight to Venus. WEA.  
the fastest possible handling of call the CP Rail Northland $11.99 $5.89 
your cargo. Wilh 75 years Service representative in U Commodores. Midnight Magic. Mofown - Van Helen I I WEA . $6.49 
experience on the coast, we've your area. $6.49 Rlckle Lee Jones. Rlckle Lee. WEA. $$.1~ 0 
got the people with the ex- 
pertise to make sure your Kiflmot 632-2131 ~i i  i~ilHl;. : : Prince Rupert 624-6200 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ ,,,,:, . . . .  
l " H . 1 I • • ~ - 1;l i!i! : : shipment is routed to its Terrace 635-6234 '" .... I k ~ ~ I & '~,~l r ,~ i  ; destination quicklyand Stewart 636-2443 - : ~ i l i~ i~ i~ I ' 
I~i~!=!..'i,., i  = : '  economically. ' ..... ~'"'" ........ 
~ I ~--] ~ ~ I 1::,~ . . . . .  
Whether reefer eargo or IL "-II J ~L ~ IIL.,.tL ~ • ~,~=~,~, .~{~.  ~. ;  . . 
general freight, CP Rail's ~~!t~i l ! l~ i i ! ! l !  !~ 
Northland Service can meet I i '  i I , - "~~J l i ! i  ~! 
your transportation eeds. We 2285Vancouver,Commissioner B.C. v5LStreel'lA9 ~ ! i i i ! i ~ ' i ~ '  
can accommodate bulk loads Tel: (604) 255-3535 Telex: 04-51165 I~ 
such as lumber and Ad, ws,onofCPRa,/Coasta/Ma.neOr~erations ~ ~ O ~ O ~ O ~ [  O~O q- 10  ~ 
.'i. 
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EDITORIAL 
Democracy has been called the 
worship of iackalls by jackasses. 
It Is, however, the only form of 
government we have at the moment. 
Terrace and area residents will, 
moreover, have an opportunity to 
exercise their franchise Nov.17. 
It is also said that the smaller the 
stakes in a contest the more vigorously 
and violently It is fought. In the smaller 
battles in life one can afford to fight to 
the finish because a complete loss isn't 
as necessary. 
This is a mayoralty year. Two 
potential candidates have already 
started showing up at district council 
meetings, Gerry Duffus and Vic Jolliffe. 
We can expect some excit ement this 
year as both the council's handling of 
parks and one particular subdivision are 
likely to be questioned. 
The thing to remember In the for. 
thcomlng race that in spite of the in- 
vective, the dlrectlon Terrace Is to take 
Is at issue. 
It may be of little concern to some, but 
#his is where we live. 
LETTERS TO 
:THE EDITOR 
Open Letter to Frank 
Howard 
Mr. Howard. 
After listening to your 
le/ervlew on Cl~fK's P.M. 
program on Thursday 
September 13th, I felt I must 
write and point out to you 
and to the peeple of Skeena 
tiding a few facts, truthful 
tact,. Quite some time 
before the Provincial 
Election in May of this year, 
Cyril Sheiford who wan nt 
that time Minister of 
Agriculture for the Province 
B.C. ~wea instrumental in
shouting for the Province 
end the People of B.C. and 
perhaps more specifically 
the People of Skeena, as a 
IHt the Lakelno Hotspring 
complex-at that time Cyril 
stated what he would like to 
see done there and what 
could be dune with them. He 
advnoated in part 
development of the area as a 
Recreatian site hath for the 
benefit of the local people 
and visitors. He also pointed 
out the possibility of 
Greenhouses  being 
developed which could 
eventually help supply mnob 
of the fresh produce which 
we now import. Cyril also 
talked of u Convention 
Centre at Lakelae-that idea 
Ins been talked of in the past 
"l'm all for paying the premie/ and MLAs whct they're worth - -  unfortunately there's 
a minimum wage law." 
mythl~ of any moment 
happening through your 
efforts. We heard a let 
during your Provincial 
Election campalsn about 
that surgical operation of 
yours but it could not, 1 
would think, keep you in- Mushrooms of the genus 
mpacitated for nH of those Palloeybe, he says, c/ton 
seventeen years. _don't seem mngin at niL 
R~sttltln'g from Mrs. The hazards associated 
campsanolo.s term in office with the hallucinogenic 
we now have s Port 
Development on the way 
(Cyril worked on that too) 
and her efforts on behalf of 
the Native Peoples. We 
heard constantly of grants 
they received for their 
various projects. That 
brings to mind another 
thov~ht, You Mr. Howard 
were hired by the previous 
N.D.P. Gevernmer~ at a 
fabulous selary in work for, I 
understood, the Indian 
People. It did not come up in 
the election camr"gn you 
seemed more interested in a 
compaign of mad. Well no 
matter, your records of that 
time are still in Victoria.they 
dd not run off if you did. It 
might be interesting to leek 
into that period of time, 
however, I would suppose it
is the IndianPsopin you will 
have to ~plaln to. 
As I said before, people 
have short memories, but 
FOR ISLAND DOCTOR 
Mushrooms cause nightmare 
Every year Steen An- 
doraen, a doctor on the 
Queen Charlotte Islands, has 
his grim medical views on 
the subject of magic 
mushrooms tragically 
rofnforoed. 
Dr. Anderson, who works 
In the Health' and Human 
Rcoourcos Cliotc in Masaet, 
has,during his time on the 
Islands, treated bundrode of 
people who have had adverse 
reactions to Psiloeybe 
nmhrooma. 
Last weakeed Andersen 
commitind the flnut person 
of the year to long-term 
i~chintrlc care in River- 
view Mental Hcapltaf in 
Vancouver. Ocoasionalty he 
treats as mony an six tonight 
~ople in a single night for 
d trips .on the ,.magic 
mushrooms. 
In past years there" have 
been two m~-re la ted  
deaths in Masoet One of 
these was a simple overdose 
end the other is believed to 
have been caused by a 
poraon eating the wrong type 
of mushroom. 
fungus arise from d great 
comber of often interacting 
factors. 
Firstly, each mmbroom 
mntains an uncertain and 
possibly widely varying 
amount of psychoactive 
ingredient. 
Accerdln~ to Andersen, 
evidence tends to indicate 
that the drug contmt of 
magic mushrooms may vary 
to the point where oue 
par t i cu la r ly  potent  
mushroom could be equal to 
that of six normal ones. 
Six to ten mnsbrooml ere 
generally required to 
produce ahigh, but this can 
vary greatly with the in- 
dividual mushrooms, the 
time of year and the method 
of prmecvation. 
A second complicating 
factor, which helghtcos the 
dak for mushroom users, is 
the fact that each person 
qppeare to react somewhat 
dffareatly to the drug. 
The ununl presentatico of 
an adverse reaction is me of 
cases there h,., been a 
h/story  of pre-existing 
psychiatric probelms, 
A third danger lurks in the- 
fields in the form of a wide 
variety of Amanita 
mushrooms many of which 
both clnseb' resemble 
Pallnoyhe mushrooms and 
also contain serious wtaons. 
Doctors on the "Islands 
sometimes are faced with n 
person who is in sheltered 
says that since the drug is 
dremically very similar to 
IBD and alters brain nell 
functions to achieve its 
helluelnogeulc pmportles. In 
the same manner the 
eventual effects will 
probobb' be similar. 
The' mmhroom he says, 
my prove to do 
ehrosncaomet damage, and 
loci-term use could came 
degenerative brain .disease., 
state of comclommeu while Meanwhile, . as court 
simultaneously exi/blth~i hattles hift the legal status 
symptoms of having entem of the Petlocybe mushrooms 
poison mushrooms. In such hack and forth th r~ the 
the profound anxiety marked 
hysteria, panic and fear. 
The fear is, on occasion, cob' ;Just started on the long- 
sufficiently intense to make term effects of the drug 
m~roe.pe~e suicidal, Pal!ocyl/n.,. . 
mn~d texle pa~lmis : "  Although ilttie in/ormatioo 
lnve occurred, but in these IJ now certain, Dr. Andemen 
cases, Ande~en says, the 
best method of treatment is
sometlmm not at all clear. 
• In the more ntralght- 
forward caso8 of adverse 
reaction to the.muehronma, 
padflenta are normally 
ated and their stomachs 
are l~mpod. 
Unlem the patient is in 
serious condition, comahne 
or worse, they then nsuelb' 
spead the nighrin Jail ~mply 
because the Health Clinic 
dees not have enough beds. 
Mennwh/le, research as 
~udictal nether world, Sgt. 
C~n Gibbs of the l~msot 
I~MP bemoans the fact that 
no one seems to he aware of 
tin potential dengsrs of the 
dirge" ' keys that ~: the 
nmahruem situation is very 
mafoaous to a legal lapse 
mveraf months ago which 
left B.C. motereycllsta free 
to ride without a helmet. 
"some people took ad- 
vantegs of that situation to 
throw away their helmets," 
Gib~ said. "No one seemed 
to t~,k  ab~t  the fact that 
its thek head. It's the some 
with mushrooms. Nb one 
considers the fact that it's 
their head up there.,, 
PRIME T IME byBen Templeto. & Tom Furman 
• ~ ~,~I~I  TO ~HE gOLICH AND ~I  
CHINA.R US$1A 
p hopefully, itwill sink in that aPollticisnwhagoesaroued Reconciliation ossible by Cyril and others. Such a mntre would be of Meat value to the Pacific North hendingoutsbigHelloanda 
West handshake is not uecemarily 
I heard you try to climb the criteria of a ~ bard-. By CATHY MeKERCHER visited Moscow in 1964 after havealmheenbeighteaedby 
ate  this bandwagun during working Politician who Is WASHINGTON (CP) -- the fail from power of Soviet a new warmth In relations 
the Election Campaign and more interested in his The arrival of a high-ranking PremierNthlinKbrnshchev, between China and Js 
was disgusted, and upon mnntituents rather than his Chinese delegation in whose de-Stallnization including the s lgn~ ~a~ 
hearing you at it again, was own image, and who has Moscow for talks aimed at policies and industrial treaty that eontgim a einnse 
appalled .~at. you could some ideas of him own reconciling differences with tactics ware denounced by implicitly OP i~ Soviet 
msmt me tmemgence oxme mmetimm, if we are to get the Soviet Union comes at s the Chinese. upanalou in Asia. 
people of Skecnn in such n any progress in Skeeea time when relations between But talks with the new And the eetablbdlmmt of 
way. We know people have duri~ the next fe~., years, the two giants have sol.dbm leadership of Leonid diplonk,~e relations last 
short memories ns was rm sure it will have to cmne been morestrained. " Brezhnev and Alexei December between China 
evidenced in the May mainly from the work and Even as the Cblnoee dlplo- Kosyain came to nothing, and the'United States may 
'dectiom, beth Provincially . interut of people who care metlo team was getting The spat deepened in lge9 have sent some aldvars of 
and Federally. We had you about .ce~esns. ready for the MCA¢ow /rip, when Soviet troops elated concern through the Soviet 
as Skenna representative the two Commnnist court- with Chinese along the leadership. • 
Federally for seventeen Frances Anderson tries were exchanging ac- border. The Soviet" par/'y~ 
yearsandlceneetrmember Southllazelton, B .C .  cusations about their Sincethen, both sides have newspaper Pcavda at the' 
_ mouven, maintained as many as one time charged that China was 
But while there are few in. million troupe in combat es inb lh~ the relations in LETT ?Rq , ca t i~  that the talks will readiness on the border anaftempttoermtenbroad ' 
while helding sporadic and front against the Soviet 
. . . .  • " '  yteldearlysuccaso, unalysis fruit less diplomatic Union and expand Chinese 
WWl~ • ~, r~ a zr~r~ say the wlllin~ess of the two negotiations, domination i  Asia. 
P lV J~/ .at [ .~I [ . J I~ countries to explore their The theme was mmwed 
bitter differences Is In the inst year, thelevetof during the weekend when 
The Herald welcomes Its readet~ common/M; si_8~iflc.en.t.. . acrimony has been rhdn8 as Soviet media bitterly 
;t ' . "ras utas are me first A~_ ~ttera ~ thee d .or of general publle lat4M~at ma~ hna~.t,,,~ , , , , .~  s. a result of such develop- denounced China and the 
wil l~ladated. Wedo, however, ~th~r lMht ,  alm'ce-~ l' %-~,~'~t'~h~'~'~ mento as the toppi/ng of a U.S., accusing them of 
. . . . . . . . . . . . .  Pekin.hacked government manipulation and bqckary in 
refuse to prlat lat ter~n 8retmds e~ ~ detailed dtec,,sions on the in Cambodia by the Soviet the United Nat/one, which 
l~bel, o~.lmdta~e. Wem~lty..aim:editlettwmf~ ideological and political Union's Vietnamese attia, voted tasi wnok to allow the 
|tYlemmdtength, A~]et t~ tobecomliderodf~r ..dlh~enees that have split I and the subsequent Chinese Pekinghached government 
~- ti0~ I~USt be ' m)d : me two countries for twor invasion of Vietnam. of Pol Pot to continue to 
. ~  t~j . decades. Soviet worries about roprment Cambodia in the 
, A hJjh Chinese deisgatlon Chlna's interests in Asia General Assembly. 
While recent Chinese 
activities in the interuati0nal 
arena have provoked such 
rlMtorie in the Soviet media, 
they have also'forced 
Moscow to look at the 
pmnibllitles for attering the 
8tats of Soviet-Chinese r in- 
tions, ted in examine ways 
of enanr~ that Chlna's new 
tim with the Wast don't leave 
the Soviet Union isolated. 
There have been changes 
inside China, too. Following 
the death of Man Tee-tung, 
China has taken on massive 
Industr ia l  expansion, 
somewhat akin to the 
Kla'u~chav policy so bit- 
t~rb' denounced by Chin a. 
Both sides apparently 
mead an opportunity to 
reaseese the state of 
relations when China 
decided itwould not approve 
a five-year extension of the 
Slnosovlet friendship treaty. 
While the two countries 
have agreed to the talks, the 
backdrop of mistrust 
suSgests the process of 
reconciliation will be long 
and difficult. 
By ST/IN PERSKY 
How about saying something nice about Joe Clark's 
Tories for a change? 
Sure. (l'd evenhe willing to say something nice 
about Bill Bennett s near -Teries if they ever take the 
province off directionless auto-pilot and decide to 
govern ca in . )  
Last week, federal Health Minister David ~omble 
injected a note of sanity into the national s~te of well- 
being. About time, too. 
For weeks, the Clark government has been acting 
lees than rationally. First, they got the Arabs mad at 
us by threatening to recognize Jerusalem as the 
capital of Israel. Than the Prime Minister pushed 
ahead with plans to feed our natural resources to the 
Peirecannibals by dismantling our money-making 
crown eorvortatlon for energy and selling it off to the 
dl  companies. That was followed by oily-ellck hints 
that the government was planning to rob the country's 
workers of unemployment imm'ance protection. 
Thus, it was reassuring to hear Health Minidter 
Crombie announce a new policy that promises to give 
the one million native people in Canada more say 
about health care delivery. 
The problem of native health care finally received 
leng-overdue attention as a result of the tragic death 
Of ll-year-old Ronee Smith of Alert Bay, B.C. ~he died 
of untreatod appendicitis n January. An inqtlest jury 
found the community's sole doctor at the time, Dr. 
Jack Pickup, negligent, but demands by the Nimpkish 
band for a public inquiry into the state of medical 
services for native Indians went unheeded by 
p,'ovincial Health Minister Bob McQelland. 
The Nimpkish appealed to the federal government 
and Crumble responded. Earlier this month he paid a 
visit to the Cormorant Island fishing community and 
held face-to-face formal meetings with the Nimpkish. 
After listening to the presentation of a series of 
briefs documenting the high rate of deaths, disease, 
suicide and violence amongst the Indian population, 
Crombie premised that federal funds fcr Indian health 
care services at Alert Bay would be made available 
only with the dppro{,al of the Nimpkish band, The offer 
was more than polite words, since the provincial 
government had days before proposed a $1.5 million 
new 15-hed hospital at Alert Bey, with a chunk of the 
costs to be picked up by the foda. Crombie'a offer gives 
the Nimpkish veto power over the~ ffupmal. 
A week later, the Health Minister went further, 
announcing in Ottawa that the govmunent would 
remove gmdeiines that forced Indians to pay for 
uninsured services (such as eye cure, dental work, 
drags and transportation) previously provided free. 
Stumble also publicly recognized the government's 
failure to acknowledge health care as a right of all 
indians and pledged that native communities would 
play a decisive role in health care delivery decisions. 
The new policy was welcomed with "cautious ca, 
thneiasm" by Noel Starhlanket, president of the 
National Indian Brotherhood. 
There will, of course, be some predictable grmn= 
bling about giveaways to Indians, but the brutal facts 
ought to silence the complainers. As Dr. John 
Coombes, a consulting physician for the NIB pointed 
out at the Alert Bay meeting, Indians have a tuber- 
eulosis incidence six times that of the national 
average, almost five times the national death rate, a 
spiralling suicide nightmare, and a major alcohol 
epidemic. Crembie's move is a welcome first step 
toward a solution. 
THE UNITY SOLUTION: A recent survey asked 
Canadians how they felt about cenfederatiun. Sur- 
prisingly, more than 10 per cent of the population 
throughout the country said they favoured political 
independence for their province and subsequent 
economic association with Canada rather than the 
current arrangement. But, wait a minute, that's what 
Rene Levesque wants for Quebec. 
How about this as the final solution to the unity 
crisis? We let all of the provinces declare complete 
political independence and then we permit all of them 
to form an economic association with Canada, which, 
by that time, will have been reduced to the size of a 
small desk drawer in Ottawa. While this would 
drastically shrink the country, It would definitely 
lower thepoliticaln~selovel~ to say nothing of the 
mvhqp ln:mbmpmt federal ~tm'es .  
I ' ATRILL THIN KS By THOMAS ATRILL 
Today's column is about cutting Ice. 
TldrtT..-flve years ago, it was common practice to 
take uplee and store it in insulated sheds for later use. 
Refrigeration was not as entrenched as it is today, 
hence the need for thousands of tuna of winter~ut ice. 
The camp was established in late February, bet- 
weal the railroad tracks and the frozen lake. 
Arrangements were made to load on the main line, 
while the trains were rerouted through the siding. 
There were several large iusulatpd buildings, a 
elevating hoist and a 'donkey' winch to draw the lee up 
out of the lake. Out on the lake, a team of greys 
scraped the snow off to make way for the ice cutters. 
This crew consisted of an ice-saw operator and several 
men with sharp wedge like cutters to break up the 
blocks. 
When the starting bugs were cleared out, we had a 
long line of three hundred pound blocks going steadily 
ard the ooxcar. My job was~at the foot of the long 
ramp, placing the 'dog' in the lee so that the donkey 
could pull it up to the elevator. I t  could best he 
described as a 'steady' Job, complete with blisters and 
almost utter exhaustion. 
One day, the 'cat' operator rushed own and called 
for help. It seems the tiny bulldozer had stalled wlule 
moving boxcars and was now standing between the 
mils with a headlight rapldy approaching. 
ltwas no time for consultation, We heaved, sweated 
and some of us swore. At last, by brute strength and 
determination alone, we slid It clear of the main line, 
where the giant steam locomotive now towered over 
us. Stopped. 
The train proceeded on tie way and we relaxed and 
talked a bit. And someone discovered that the eat was 
still in gear. 
Nobody's perfect, I guess. 
Ai t imat  
hospital 
Barrett 
wants  
more 
controls 
VICTORIA (CP) -- The 
federal government must set 
environmental standsr~l 
• British Celu~bla~ Ol~ltion 
Leader Dave Bure~ said 
Monday. 
Prime Mi~_ tsr Joe Clark 
promised FMday he will 
Irander federal control over 
offMzore oil and mineral 
resources to the B.C. 
ilovernment and Barrett said 
ha wants to know what 
conditions will be imvoend. 
" l  want to know w~ttbe 
fine print k on the o~hore 
11Jhis," said Barrett. "I'm. 
"However, I believe that 
the federal government must 
have control or a role in 
environmental standards for 
any offshore drlmnr" 
"I do not believe there 
should be any offshore 
until we have been 
shown conclusively by the 
federal ilovernment and by 
the provincial iovernment 
that the risks aremlnimal." 
Environment Minister 
Rare Mair said the 
wovinetal ilovernment is in 
no hurry to have lifted a 
federal moratorium on oil 
and gas exploration imposed 
in 197'/. 
' Heseidit may be years be. 
fore the province can 
assume responsibility for the 
~share,rJshts. 
"I don t think that yon can 
~pact here are Ioin~ to be 
oil r ip oprina~,up in the 
Pacific overnlllht, ' mild the 
minbter. "We are going to 
have to take over where the 
feda loft off. 
"After all they have had 
these-Hi~ta since 19e7 and 
we are ioln8 to have to work 
out our own programs and 
protectionS." 
Mail" enld there are asdous 
environmental problems in 
exploltin8 the ocean's 
resources• and strict 
iPddelinen will have to be 
eslablkbed before ex- 
ploration rlshis ere 8ranted. 
Barrett said he tours the 
dzPfllinSvernment will alive the 
rights away rather 
than sell them. 
"Considerlnil how in. 
competent (Premier) B~]I 
Bennett and (Enerlly 
Minister Jim) Hewitt have 
been In handling natural gal 
prices, we're goes8 to find 
another give-away like coal 
and like the gas FHce," laid 
Barrett, "We'll probably 
flnd another 81ve-awsy on 
those (exploration) leases." 
He mild native Indiana 
should be consulted before 
the federal control ta turned' 
over to the province, ,~ 
"That is an absolute. The~ 
must have a voice in,,the 
asreements before those 
aunemenis are IIIIned"." 
Clark said environmental 
coucenu will be considered 
and native Indian djhts 
protected before any 
qrnement IJ slgne~, 
Meanwhile, the provincial 
enerlly mininiry has been 
pteparlnJ a set of operatln8 
rqp~tinm for the l ump 
tim d exploratory off and 
ps ~llilNI in anticlpetlon of
the 11o4hesd. 
The lO-year moratorium 
WlUl imposed on wast coast 
offshore drilling in 19'/~ " 
The Kltlmat General Hospital had no t~Me_~d~ng - buyers tQr its sale of surplus beds this past weekend, 
eccardin~ to adndn~trator Jack Gdreen, Photo by Ann Ounsmu!r 
I 
The Herald,' Tuuda),, Septlml~" U, 19R, Page | 
M&B asks for less 
pollution controls 
OTTAWA (CP) -- A senior 
official with MacMillan 
Blnedel Ltd. of Vancouver 
urged governments Monday 
to set more reasonable 
pollution standards, 
A.J. Chmelauskas, the 
firm's environmental 
director, told an air pollution 
control conference that all 
munufacturen should not be 
expected to implement new 
and expemdv, technology 
Just because it reduces 
pollution in one specific 
industrial area. 
"I want to emphasize that 
the forest indmtw k not' 
opposed to spending money 
for environmental coat i  as 
long as these coats can be 
Justified in terms, of en- 
vironmental need." : 
Instead of crash p~llution- 
abatement programs, 
government and industry 
should work toward an air 
manasement plan where 
environmental standards 
could be sot ancurdin8 to how 
best he environment can be 
protected, be said. 
Chmeinuskal recom- 
mended that governments at
all levels continue the 
country-wide network which 
collects data on certain air 
~llutonta to assess their 
pact on the environment. 
But he said the network 
should be expanded to in. 
elude factors such as 
- m e t e~i'O~o-g ~ - t~ o--~ph~ - -
and land.use da,Plaaninif.,, program refitting 
4~Th ~ must be 
analysed, interpreted and economic and ecolozleal 
expressed into a centrol balance." 
ask us about you. 
The Military Career Counsellor with the 
Canadian Forces Mobile Information Unit can 
help you to make important decisions about 
your future. In the wide range of opportunities 
offered by the Canadian Forces, you may find 
just what you',re looking for. 
Talk to 
Ssrgsant BDB WHIPPS 
Military Career Counsellor 
THE MOBILE INFORMATION UNIT 
will visit 
TERRACE ~n Wednesday, 3 Uctober 
CANADA EMPLOYMENT CENTRE 
from ~:00 a.rn. to 3:00 p.m. 
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,go lSw' soo " 
Save 19.97 on work & sport boots 
with Leather uppers. Vulcanized 
soles and heels for durabllltyl 
Water-repellent and insulated. 
Canadlan.maoe.Tan only. SIzes 6-11 
Our Woolworth reg. price: Pair~3.97 
°:roW=°r::,,44 O0
Footwear Comfort 
Men's 100 . Percent  
Heather.look work 
socks are made in 
Canada. Heather Blue 
wHh White heels, toe 3 0  0 
and top. Red sh'lpe. 
Pkg. i-I~ It:s/Fits size11, pkg. 
Save $11 'Woolcrest' 
Acrylic.Nylon thermal 
socks. 4.pair pkg.  
Brown, Navy, Grey 
asst'd, per pkg. One size 
fits 10-13. Our r.--,S3, o Our Woolworth 
Sale Price: pk 
Save .S01 "Guard 
Silicone" liquid water 
repellent helps protect 
your Luther  boots and 
In Canada by 'Tans Co.' 
, SS.ml bottle. Our 
~ Woolworth reg. price: 
ix)Hie $1.75 
Our Woolworth 
Sale Price bo 
Use These Cards in Woolworth Stores Across Canada 
~y 
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A new fu ture  potatoes  
WINNIPEG (CP) - -  More 
than one million Manitoba 
~ tataes will find themselves ked, buttered and on the 
,~mktoS fpatrons of Bonsai. 
Houses of Canada Ltd. 
thla year. 
Gordon Lyng of the re, tan- 
rant chain's Winnipeg office 
says ~5,000 kilograms of PO- 
tatees, worth about ;80,0o0, 
will be used in five outlets in 
Manitoba and five in 
discovered that the Selling Manitoba produce 
Manitoba Red also made a helps keep down local food 
great baker potato," says prlcesandincreacestheflow 
Lyng. of cash into the province, he 
Bonanza used 120,000 kilo. asld. 
grams the first year and "What inextra good about 
doubled that amount the next it is that animported i~duct 
year. used to mean dollars going 
TeatsshowedtbeManitoba ut of the country. Now 
Reds had excellent moisture Menitoha supplies this year- 
in the province to avoid those 
cOStS." 
Broccoli is . another 
example-with good export 
potential.  The board 
marketed 2,000 cases worth 
about ~0,000 in one week, 
end Manitoba growers not 
only met local demand for 
fresh broccoli but also ex. 
DOLLAR lj RECOMMENDATION 
RESISTS I Wo r SUSGE I rke s deserve raise 
OTTAWA (CP) -.- West talks at least 60 nays before sensed"a firm commitment 
lONDON (AP) - -Tha i  Coast grain handlers hould the expiration ofa collective by both sides that any in- 
U~. dollar showed little l get ralae of g0 centa an hour agreement and that older terference with the con- 
benefit Monday from the this year and the same in employees be given lua~r tinuous movement of 8rain 
: w e • k e n d u p w a r d 19~0 in a twoyenr collective holidays to recuperate f~m through the terminals at 
revalualios of the West agreement with terminal the effect of working i~.graln Vancouver could not and 
German mark. Gold elevator companies, Mr. dust. would not be countenanced." 
prices bounced back from Justice Emmett Hall has 
Friday's drop, but 
remained wel l  below content and heat-holding round market, a growing 
properties, combined with .market, creating em- 
top keeping and flavor ployment here." 
ported their produce to 
Saskatchewan. 
"It's the first time this has 
records et last week. 
The boosUng of the 
recommen~d. 
Mr. Justice Hall was ap- 
~ inted conciliator last May a cnstract dispute bet- 
Sashatchowan. qualities. More supermarkets end happened end it shows what mark, Europe's trongest wsen the M0 members of 
lteouldbeablgnowfuture "We feel  more restaurants are starting .to Manitoba growers can do currency, against a Local 833 of the Grain 
for the Manitoba Red, a restaurants, as well as use locally grown prodace, given the incentive." handful ~f its neighbors, Workers Union and the B.C. 
housewives, will be trying end not only the Manitoba rortato more commonly used DeLancey says Manitoba wu aimed at helping the Terminal Elevator Qper- 
boiling, frying, this potato as a baker in the potato, says DeLancey. produce compares favorably weak and fluctuating stars' Aesnsiatlon. The 
cam'ales and salads, future," Lyng said. "Another development is with that imported from the dollar, previous contract exlZred at 
Traditionally, it bas been Vern DeLancey, manager supplying the celery for the United Statee. But one currency the and of 1976. 
the Idaho potato that of the 1Y[aultoba Vegetable Caml2~ell's processing plant "They market cauliflower dealer said In Pads that His report, released 
Manitoha restaurants were Marketing Board, says the at Portage la Prairie. more than twice the size of while the mark re- Monday by Labor Minister 
interested in for baking, not contract with Bonanza is "With transportation rates the California product, at not valuation eased pressure Lincoln Alexander, also 
temporarily against the recommends that the two the berne-Mows red. good far growers and the rapidly risl~, tt is ira- much more than half the dollar in Europe, 
"Two years ago, Bonanza ~o~nce. ~rat ive that we grow more price _ ~deaagree to be~In contract 
lq 
A labor department 
spokesman said that if it 
rsJecta the terms of the Ha~ 
proposals, the union coum 
earl a strike by Friday ena 
halt grain exports through 
He said he accepted the 
union's argument for a two. 
year agreement but scaled 
down other financial 
demands. 
Tests conducted by two 
University of British the West Coast. 
Such a move would come 
days befere Parliament into 
resume under the new 
Progressive Conservative 
government which ia 
dedicated to increasing 
grain exports. 
The spokosman said the 
department wso pi.epared to 
of Ler mediation or ar- 
bitration ussktanae if the 
Columbia doctors found 
older terminal emplo~ces 
suffering greater rang 
damage from the grain dust. 
Longer holidays would likely 
reduce the amount of ab- 
nsntcelsm for health reasons 
by older employees. 
But the union must 
seriously address Itself to 
absenteeism ' which Mr. 
two parties wanted it. Justice Hall said was ex. 
Inhis report o Alexander, c~sive compared to other 
Mr. Justice Hall ostd he 
. u, .  .. i . . .  c .o . .  I - '1  ¸ Zd i! Yellowhesd Hay NOW OPEN EARNINGS 
Char l ie  Be langer  & Grain ALEX'S BODY flHOP 
PLUMBING & HEAT ING LTD.  .comptetellneofllvestock feed and supplement i ra ,  $1,s63,-~0, 44 cents, l~e, ~2tWl,OOO, 63 cents a 
• Clean and utility grain in the 01d MeEwan's Shop r~ex Inc., six mon~ share; ~m, U,=2,3O0, 83 andedJane$0: 1979, ~,54~, cents. 
• Founts and feeders for all livestock 
• Dry dog • cat food (Across fr0l the Shi l l  Hotel) 1978,n° sharel;l,143,442.figures available; co.RUpertslandLtd., six monthsRes°urcesended 
• Pet travelling cages made to measure MTS International Ser. June 30: 1979, I~168,$71, toM, 
3315 C lark  St. ,635-3867 4513 Gro lg  635'239-6 endedvices AprilInC"30:ninelg?9,months~0,3oB, $4,618.n° share figures; 1978, 
One cent a shale; 1078, Wall and Redekop Corp,, 
$23,352, I.I cents, six months ended July 31: 
Mldcm OH and Gas Ltd., 1979, ~79,647, 42.7 cents a 
year ended Junco 30: If~J, share; 1978, $~5,184, 15.I 
NORTHWEST PiPE ,=, , . ' ,  " - "  " " - ' - "  
'Unique Bathroom Boutique' 
44~ LAKELSE AVENUE 
P.O. Box $34 PHONE 635-9319 
TERRACE, 6.C. VaG 4B5 UR 635.9320 
Instill & Service @as, Wood • Oil Furances 
EASTSIDE 
GROCER Y & LAUNDROMAT 
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK 
TO Serve You 
WEEKDAYS 6-11 WEEKENDS 9-11 
4430 Lakelse 635-2104 
YOUR FRIENDLY CONVENIENCE STORE 
] 
.~ 4SO JOHN DEER ltt GRADING ~tt LAND CLBANONO 
WITH STH WHEEL ~" eACKFILLINO 'k LEVELING 
TERRACE ' 
Torraoo Elootronio Repairs Ode 
PHONE ANYTIME 
DAVE & ALLAN 636-3505 
SERVRi| TERRACE & KITIHAT 
I 
~ @  AUTHORIZED 
SERVICE 
DEPOT 
Phlilps, Nte0navox, Zenith 
Sanyo, Toshiba 
N~t..Sot. --  9 a.m.. 6 p.m. 
Friday -- 9 a.m. - 9 p.m. 
4423 Lakolu 63.5-4543 
FREE 
mL GIFT CERTtFI {S,  ]   
GLACIER 
For these Items 
, hoar tooth , hear claws 
, well tooth , honor tooth 
* Ig lSO or door antlers (slngleor pair) 
Available at the front desk of the 
L _o.'b 4418 LoIiom Avoeuo 
A Terrace, l.C' 
$ 
(O~-A Complete Glass and 
A luminum Service 
Ready Mix Concrete, Sand, Gravel, Top Soil, Grain 
Rock, Patio Blocks, Concrete Gravel, Bags of Cement, 
IA Yard Concrete Mixer Avelloble for Rent. 
WE DELIVER SATURDAYS 
PHONE 63,5.3936 
F.J.H. READY MiX 
Conslrucflon Ltd. 
Plant Off Kl.omm Road 
ThornhJli ( 
Wayside Groceries 
TERRACE HOTEL 
STARBOARD 
T"C sAYACHTS 
21' to 3o' SaJlbolts 
& Accessories 
dclJ, Gl 1% 
CC-CP  
3224 Kalum Street,Terrace 
Natural Foods -- Books-- Local Crafts 
ANYONE CAN SHOP AT DELIGHTS... 
ONLY MEMBERS GET DISCOUNTS 
) Smooth Sailing 
/ tothe 
3212 KALUN PHONE 635-6357 
4711-G Ke i th  Ave .  ,~' 
't our  t ' r i , ,nd l ) '  con~enit 'nce stor,  
, .~ ,  
HOURS: 
w.~. .  7:30 am - 12:30 am 
W.~ke.d, lO:O0 am - 11:00 pm 
L 
NOW OPEN A 
H U 
 BIG ' 
O 
H o 
y 2701 South Kalum St. M 
635-0180 A 
From 6 i.m. p 11 p.m. T 
I 
"°  ' " " ' " '  '*° '  'j S T 0 C K S PIPE, PLUMBING SUPPLIES, PUMPS, HOSES, NUTS AND BOLTS, F ENCING, WATER SOFTENE RS -- AND MORE -- / 
5239 Keith Avenue - Near B.C. Hydro "VANCOUVER (CP) --  development board, while 
635-7158 P,~coo were mixed is,heavy May-Ralph Resources was 
trading Monday .on the UP .06 at $1.16 on 57,800. 
Vancouver Stock EXshange Amber Resources was down 
-. with a volume' of 4,-~J'I,351 .02 at ~.I0 on 51,100 and 
shares at close. Nuapar Resources was up ..04 
In the indastriala, British at .~ on 50,600. A~8,uts 
Columbia Resources In- Rasouress was up .01 at$1.41 
vestment Corp. was up .02 at endAction Resources was up 
S8 on 73,951 shares and Great .02 at ~.35. 
National Land was up .10 at On the curb exchange, Td- 
$1.§0 on 10,1.00. Computrex dent Resources wan up .04 at 
Cen t~#. ~w@s .~imnged at .02 on 1~,1e~ shares and 
.20 ~n'S,r~o "~d Northwny Regis Development was up 
Gestalt was down .10 at $1.~0 .06 at .63 on 64,500. Con. 
on 2,33O. Ardiem Industrial tinantal Minerals was down 
was unchanged at .63 and .02 at.64 on 54,500 and Gavex 
Renn Industries was us- Gold Mines wan up .01 at .41 
changed at $1.35. on 29,500. Catalina Energy 
Conheau Resources was wan up .23 at $1.58 and 
unchanged at .3O on 435,0~ Gililan Mines was up .09 at 
, shares on the resource and .39. 
BILL IARDS & AMUSEMENTS 
~ : : : : : . ' : : : :  
WE ALSO SELL, SERVICE & REPAIR ALL YOUR 
HOME BRUNSWICK PRODUCTS. 
3213 KALUM STREET 
TERRACE. B.C. PHONE 635.2473 
J ~H0st0rat I0u ,  hpeCkesls J 
J ~ ,C .us lom Hndo Furnitnro, lofinishinllj 
I I ,o. . . . l  
, & ,Wqnterpr tses  
MUSIC FOR ALL OCCASIONS 
Weyna 6354~14 ERNIE 635.4,1183' 
Days 435-I~35 
C & H Industrial Cleaning 
Ltd. 
"WE TRAVEL ~ YOUR HOURS" 
Steam Cleaning and Pressure Washing 
Pktme 638-1634 or 635-3545 
I II I 
Cal l  us  a t  6354357 • 
TORONTO (CP) --  The 
Toronto stock market was 
shai~; ~bW~ at the clan of 
active ~ading Monday. 
The ~E 300 index fen 5.29 
to 1,735.64. 
The loss followed adrop at 
New York and a decline in 
energy stocks. 
Volume was 5.63 million 
compared with 7.72 million 
Friday. 
Among induatrlals, Gulf 
Falconbridge Nickel A 
race 3½ to ~3, Canadian 
Occidental Pete 2% to 48½, 
Inca 1¥4 to ~8~/4, Brascan A 
I/4 to ~6s/4 end Shell Canada 
½ to ~0½. 
Mclntyre Mines was up ½ 
to ;66, Cyprus Anvil Mining 
½ to $15½ and Pamonr 
Porcupine A % to ;8rA. Kerr 
Addiosn was down ½ to $10% 
end Campbell Red Lake 
IVlVINES % to ~.  
Canadian Superior 0il 
Canada fall g¥, to~/ , ,  Tele- gained 3½ to $163½, Ocelot 
Capital A 2¥4 to $13%, InduKdesAlVAto$35~end 
Aquitaine of Canada 2 to Peyto Oils % to $18vA. 
43½, BP Canada 1½ to ~ Canadian Homestead 011s 
and Canadian Pacific % to lost I to ~½ and Ranger 0il 
S38'A. canada % to ~ ' , .  _ 
MONTREAL (CP) - -  U,S. do n 89-100 at gI,B~A3. 
dollar in terms of Canadian In New York, the Canadian 
funds at 3:3O p.m. EDT dollar was down 2.Z~ at 
Monday was up 11-163 at ~0.6561 and pound starling 
SLI63L Pound sterling was wan down 4-S at ~.1810. 
Bar girls gone 
scandalous behavior wan not SHANGHAI, China (AP) 
- -  The bright lights of 
Avenue Joffre have long 
been dimmed and there isn't 
a single White Russian bar- 
~rl loft in town. 
Tlds now is a sober and 
morelaociety that frowns on 
sexual display, in posters or 
parks or anywhere public. 
All the night clubs, bars 
md cabarets of colonial 
Slangbai are gone. And sons 
with them is the promiscuity 
. that once made Shanghai the 
sin city of the Orient. 
But these days the flowers 
are in full bloom in the public 
parks of Shanghai and 
Peking, and love is not far 
behind. 
While the public address 
system delivers n lengthy 
report on the weather and 
the tides, couples troll hand- 
fin-hand. Occasionally, you 
see them locked in romantic 
'enhrace on park benches. 
Under the rule of Chair- 9to5  .n Moo Tse-tung's 
autocratic widow and the so- 
called Gang of Fast, such 
permitted. 
Guards pa(rolled the leafy 
paths and, after sunset, 
turned their flashlights on 
any couple that dared to sit 
too close. 
Avenue Jaffa, one of the 
Say white ways of ire- 
Communist Shanghai --  
which has been rechristmed 
Huai Hal Road -- locks like 
the main street of a Chinese 
oouniry town today. 
Sycamores in full leaf line 
the sidewalks crowded with 
shoppers inthe daytime. But 
at night, when Avenue Jo~e 
wed to burst into bright 
neon-lit life, the whole 
boulevard is dark, deserted 
and eerie. 
The flashing signs of night 
q3ois with names such as 
Casanova, DD's, Core 
Renaissance and Con- 
stanllnople went out 30 years 
qo.  
Downtown, the area 
around the .waterfront quay 
was the financial heart of 
_ Shanghai 
i 
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JAYS NOT SINGING 
By GEOFF FRASER 
TORONTO (CP) - -  The 
year .of frustration ia almest 
complete for Toronto Blue 
Jays of the American 
Le~eg~ejaye completed their 
1979 home schedule Sunday 
andhfintsh the sasses on the 
rnadhwlth three games ,each 
at Boston and New Yora. 
They have n 52.104 record, 
null l~low the ~4 games they 
won in.their maiden baseball 
sonaon In 1077. They worr 55 
last year. 
When the team was for- 
med, club officials em- 
phasized that winning t~ms 
take a Ion8 time to build. So 
is the Job closer to com- 
pletion? Probably. Toronto 
has a .young talented 
nunle~.. 
" One right move in 1970 was 
the off-season acquisition of 
shortstop Alfredo Griffin,.2t. 
Griffln's development i to 
a' rookie.of-the-year can- 
didate mey be the biggest 
contribution that manager 
Roy Hamfleld made this 
year. 
The Dominican Republic 
native raised his batting 
average to more than .275 
from less than .200. 
Even Grlffin's team- 
record 36 errors are shunted 
aside in light of hie club 
~ords  in runs (77), hits 
(168), singles (138) and sto- 
len bases (19) goin~ into 
tonight's game. 
Other young players that 
show good potential include 
pitchers Phll Huffmso, Jim 
Clancy, Dave Stieb and 
Butch Edge; catcher Rick 
Ceres• and second basemen 
Danny Ainge. 
All are part of the Jays 
commitment o develop 
young players into a con- 
tandin8 team. 
Huffman, Stieb and Edge, 
all rookies, had a combbied 
record of 16 wins and 27 
loesea. Ceronc, given his first 
real chance as catcher, 
came through with a .238 
average and 63 runs batted 
in, triple what he had last 
year. 
Ainge was st,~ad}, at 
second .base and may 
become an excellent in- 
fielder. 
Toronto relievers had only 
11 eaves, less than hail of last 
year's total. 
But the young starting' 
. . . . .  !.". : . . . . . . . . .  ':.-'-, . . . . . . . .  ~-,"~ "~ . . . . . . .  ,' .-~ ..... :' " '  -- ' m - 
E ls ie  'Fib t, Car~ Huhiphrey, Bob ~Ikeid 
and frmnds set off to~zard Terrace p.mo~ 
 River run for daring 
By DON SCHAFFER dx of tl~. 8ronp ~ made together, discuss new 
HersldStaff~H~r .~ it ~. re.e= mesu~a.L~,~- t~chaiquesp~to have a 
The ~orth We=]DiVL,=~! a,~ ~. .~.m~ ~ip '~uP , . ]~: /a~nd t.Sdi~. ~ ~',. 
lecalgroupofScubaandakin and .me Holt•m, were TheJrn~tmestingwiH he 
divers, held n "dyer run" m.p.~att~.~m.m e rest a~ a. near the end of Novemesr, 
Saturday. ctvanon in tee river, ants and they will bring up a" 
A "river run", for those reded up thumbin41 back to datini~shed underwatar 
mt familiar with technical the~truchaatUmk. A~other phetographer ,  Doug 
terms, is a float down the .floa~.er; .uoug. vex'roy, Cameron, to speak and 
Skesna in wet snitsandiuner .neaoea. to.r snore.'ear~y perhaps give lessons. 
tubes, vecausonanadtogetmekm Further details will be 
The group was made up of' work. available lato~ on this 
10 members of the club, all The other six finally month. 
full of the spirit of adve~twe, r~ched Ferry Island around 
and all with a Saturday 3:30 p.m. 
morning to spare. Bob "Wethcughtfl~attheriver' 
Salheld, president of the was moving faster than it 
dub, said that this was the was, so we underestimated 
flrstttmethe group hadtfled thethnethatltwonldtakeus 
ariverrun, and some of the to get to Ferry Island," 
members were having Bamph~Tdald. 
trip. ' that hey are nil experienced 
The ten who dared, in the water, and thnt the 
Salkeld, Gary Humphrey, 
Garry and Elaine Hottot, 
Allen and EdslIe Reblaon, 
Doug DeProy, Ed 
Schulmebter, Cliff Flury, 
and Abe Wall, left the Usk. 
ferry site at 10:30 a.m. ar- 
med with only the inner 
tubes and refreshments. 
They expected to reach 
Ferry bland about 1 p.m., 
but were caught unawares 
by the slowness of the 
current which carried them. 
Humphrey said that only . . . .  
_ I I 
average person would be ill 
advised to attempt this type 
~tflp. Although,they had a 
Seed time, the trip was a 
dangerous one which only 
groups with • the 
qualifications this one has 
should attsmpt. 
The Nor~ west i ) l~  
Qub was ;lest ergaulasd this 
last summer. It has 31 
members, and pots out a 
newsletter ~ice monthly: 
~he club was organised to 
mable local divers to get 
BUCKLE UP 
In 
LOUNGE 
EVERY ~)  .20 -AX~Lse/Ave. 
BODY , was i , as e , 
Richard's Cleaners Ltd. 
TERRACE 
"use our handy drit~-, in ~'~naow~'~" ~ -- '"  
Avoid the unpleasant 
experience of looking 
for a perking spot, 
use our convenient 
drive-in window at the 
rear of the building. 
i 
Samtone 
i3323 Emerson 
~-6110 
0PEH 
ion ,  l i ra  Sat, 
I ~ ]  IUSINESS CLOTHING 1 
RENTAL SERVICES LTD. 
IA&EI 0k RENT4L 
L¢C[NS(D OP[ RATER 
Downtown Terraoe 
The HormklL Tuesday, September 25, 1979, Page 7 
PUBLIO NOTIOE 
TO BOATING 
To effect conetructlm d • pipeline It will be 
necessary to obatruct he north channel of the Skeene 
River from a point 1,000 feet upstream of the east 
boundary of lot 4003 to e point 5,000 feet upstream of the 
eset boundary of lot 4il03C.R3. This Is approximately 
30 miles west of Terrace, B.C. and Is In the general 
area of the Sslvus CNR siding sad Is 2.46 miles up. 
strum from the confluence of the Kestlcks and Skeene 
Rivm's. River traffic Is advised to ovoid the north 
dlsnnel If at all possible and to contact the power 
barge (DELTA TRA~ISPoRTER) which Is In at- 
~ndanco at the side. 
The obstruction will be a 1V=" coble l;NDnnll~l the 
14 vor, It will range In height from 2 feet.to 12 feet above 
the weter. There will also he a 13" dllchargo line 
prolectlng from the south bank in s northerly dire•ties. 
This closurs It In effect SEPTEMBER 24 .  OC- 
TOBER 34, It7t. 
LORAM INTE RNATIoNAL LTD. 
I I 
A most depressingyear 
staff set club records of 43 three shut•use. But Boaetti has been 
complete games and seven The Jays' biggest problem 
shutouts and reduced the this year was .the lack of 
number of hits and walks power at the plate. 
allowed. Outfielders Rick BOsetU, 
Tom Undenv0ed and Dave Bob'Bailer, AI Woods, Otto 
Lemanczyk; until he was VelezandroukleJJ.Cannon 
hurt, werethestrengthofthe ad a total ot only 28 home 
starters with a total of 17 runs going into sun,it 's 
victories and 23 complete game and Veler had 14. of 
games. Lemanczyk had them. 
oustsnding defensively, has 
a .26S average, 63 RBland a 
club record 35 doubles. 
Bailer, hurt part of the 
season, has tailed off offan- 
e/vely,q .22,5 and 38 RBI, but 
he has one of the best arms in 
bae~bail. 
' So will Velez and Woods he 
U'ade bait? 
15 loll HiKE II HF goG DEAL,,, 
YOU COME 
BUT ON 
TOP! 
1e13 OHEV % TON 
............................................ $6896 
1977 DATSUN 200 SX ................................................ $4995 
1978 MONTE 0ARL0 Ai~MM 
- - .  Seen 
• . |  o l e o • o l e o • • . . c o  e e l s • e e o c  eeoe  e l  e so  o o e e o e l o e °  ° ° e e e e o o o e O  loots  °°°  
1977 8'6" WESTERH OliliPER d~OlOE 
l.~dod with extras. Very clean. . '~UOJD 
******************************************************* e 
1977 OLDSMOBILE OIITIASS SALON 
,d.,--- $5595 • e • • • , re  e e•  • * e*  ee  • • • o *see  ooeo  oeo...oeoeeooooooeooeoeoeoeooeeoot 
197m OAMAR0 ..... ~ 'i e~n= ~" 
vs.?..ut.o,.:~.7.o, e~.~:. " ' . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  "ggggg t 
1977 OHEV BEMIVlLLE VAIl 1 ,..:.,=.,r. .. ........................................... :_$6296 
1978 FORD VIII O011VEIISIOH i~ ~ ,b nat 
,~.cur ?.y.,.f.r.,.clge,. f.ur.n?.c'e:.et.c:. ............. i ................ ~ m ztOOU 
1977 FORD RIGO OREWO/Ul ,~a,.m, 
T u...Ton.e .p.ol.nt...V,. ?.u~: .t..i~..x . . . . . . . .  i . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  .@OqO0 
I 
1977 OOUGM XR1 ,~eonR W 
V 0, a.uto trans:, PS & PB' . . . . . . . . .  ~p01~Oi~ .U 
1977 FORD IIRONO0 4x4 
........................................... .$6895 
e 
i 
1979 20 FT. OKANAGAN 
Motorhome.  Only  4,000 k l lometres  
,.,c. S20,eOS AT ONLY  
/ 
m ~ mk- - I  m ) ~ m [X : ]  [X J  - -  
Terraoe Totem Ford 
Sales Ltd. 
41|1 Keith 
11311-41114 
Pa0e a, The Herald, Tuesday, September 2S, 1979 
Rep team league go 
The Northwest B.C. Miner will playonly 20 games, with Feb. 9 weekend. It is hoped stat~tlea would not be kept 
Rep Team League will be in fonr.point games against " that league and BCAHA this year in minor hockey. 
qpexation again this season oseh other to provide the playoffs .can be combined League standings and scores 
with teams from Terrace, same amount of available this year, otherwise the only will be published. It was 
Klllmat, Prince Rupert and 
~ithere partl,,tpating. 
Each community has 
mta.ed rep teams in all four 
of the age divisions in minor 
hockey -- Pup, Peewee, 
Bantam and Midget. 
Terrace and Kitimat will 
play a complete 24 game 
schedule. 
Due to travel length, 
Smithers and Prince Rupert 
points for all i s .  iea~ewlllhaw toourtailits 
Terrace and Kitlmat will playoffsagsin, asiathapust. 
play eight games ngalmt 
inch oppenent, four at home Terrace has scheduled 
and four away. Prinee their doubleheaders on 
Rupert play only two at 
borne and two away against 
each other. Games have 
been arranged in 
doubleheaders onweekends. 
The schedule starts Oct. 13 
weekend and finishes on 
Friday nights from 8 p.m. to 
midnight, and Saturdays 
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. 
At a meeting held "in 
Terrace last S~nday, it Was 
decided that  individual 
also pointed out that body. 
checking in the Pup and 
Peewee divisions will net he' 
allowed in accordance with 
new BCAHA regulations. 
The new seasons opens for 
the rep teams Oct. 13, as 
Terrace Pso~vees. and 
Midgets travd to Kitimat, 
while the Kitimat Pupa and 
BantamswUl be traveUlng to 
Terrace. ' - 
ENFRAN£AIS 
TORONTO (CP) -- The 
National Hockey League 
soon will issue a standard 
player contract in 
French, a decision 
sparked by a Quebec law 
that requires all business 
documents be written in 
French unless English Is 
agreeable to the parties 
involved, it was an- 
nounced Monday. 
"We're providing, the 
opportunity tor a player 
to be reached by a French 
version of the standard 
player form," NHL 
president John Ziegler 
said in an interview. 
Ziegler said the NHL 
currently is having the 
contract translated. 
Guy Bertrand, a 
Quebec City lawyer who 
represents  severa l  
players, told NHL vice- 
president Brien O'Neill 
that two of his clients - -  
Quebec Nordiques '  
Michel Goulet and Pierre 
Laeroix --  did not us- 
derstand the English. 
language contracts they 
were asked to sign, 
The two players were 
being discriminated 
against by language, 
Bertrand said, 
About 90 NHL players 
were born in Quebee and 
Bertrand said they ere 
entitled under the 
province's la.nguage laws, 
Cops take media 
The Media flag football for two touchdowns to dose 
squad fought he good fight to within fourpdnis. 
nday, but 10st. The team, 
masisttng of employees of 
the Daily Herald and CFTK, 
battled an RC~IP team for 
over two hours before sac- 
mmbing by the scare of 24- 
14. 
The game took place at 
Caledonia Smior Secondary" 
School. The RCMP jumped 
df to a quick two touchdown, 
lead in the first half, before 
the game Media squad 
battled back to make it el~e. 
Aria. the one-sided first half, 
the Dally Herald and CF'I'K 
squad tooghmed on defense. 
Led by quarterback Dave 
Hamilton the Media drove 
The MeWs team's coring 
was rounded off by a two- 
point conversion poss.from 
Hamilton to Ed Yudin. While 
all the acoring was ae- 
mmpllshed by the Hei'ald 
staffers, the game playof the 
CFTK staffers was a notable 
factor in the contest. Car- 
tainly the squad, consisting 
in the most part of CI~K 
employees, didn't appear 
traumatized by the loss. 
In the end the superior 
organization and eon-. 
(itinning of the RCMP told' 
the tale, a final unconverted 
touchdown putting the game 
cut of reach. A rematch is in 
the works. 
Reds see victory now 
CINCINNATI (AP) -- 
"Now it's ours to win," said 
Cincinnati Reds manager 
John McNamara after a 
weekend during which his 
loam won a "must" game to 
stay on top in the Nallmal 
League's Western Division. 
"We could have left a half- 
game behind and having 
depend on someone lse ~o 
help us," said McNamara, 
four in Atlanta and three in 
Los Angeles. 
"We've got the momentum 
The Reds, after losing 
their second straigh-{ 
decision to the Asiros on 
said, 'Goget a good night's 
sleep.'" 
Pitcher Frank Pastore 
must have benefitted from 
I I 
J 
FOOTBALL 
STANDINGS 
and we are home," said Reds Saturday, had a dceed.door 
outfielder Dave Collins. "We session with McNa.mara. 
have to take each game one 
at a time, but we're sitting "I Just said we're still a 
good right now." balfgame ahead and we've 
"If we can't win at home been through• this thing 
this week against San Diego before," MeNamara said. "I 
and Atlanta then we don't 
EAST 
Scoring 
SNeer, M 
Sunter, T 
Orgon, O 
Lums¢len, H 
Gabriel, O 
O'Leory, M 
Cox, O 
Greefl, M 
Metcalf, T 
AynWoy, H 
Muller, T 3x l  0 O 20 
x -- denotes two.point con. 
~ert 
Rul ing 
¢ Yds. 1,148Av0. TD Greene M 199 $.8 6 
Rowland, H 126 571 4.$ 2 
Nl~'calf, T 114 5.~ 4.9 1 
(YLeary, M 86 419 4.9 4 
M¢Arthur, T 73 40~ S.6 1 
PaSS ROn'Ilvl ne 
' No. Ycla. AvE. TD 
M. Harris, T 41"481 il.7 I 
Metcalh T 37 31D 10.5 4 
Gabriel, O 35 580 16.6 7.  
G4ddls, M 33 422 12.8 2 
Penersan, H 31 432 13.9 2 
I=issini 
A C Y=.  ICTD 
Adams, T 266 165 !,935 15 11 
Barnes, M 212 118 1,640 6 8 
Hollowey, OI91 103 1,569 7 15 
Oements, H233 130 i,665 14 5 
Jones, O '13 49 560 5 5 
• Punting 
No. Yds. Avg. LK 
Sunter, T 84 3.41640.7 66 
BuanO, M 94 3,781 40.2 60 
Organ, O 87 3,416 39.0 5,$ 
Henderson, H 58 2,259 38.9 80 
Punt Relurna 
No. Vcb. AvI .TD 
Nelms, O 62 701 11.3 2 
Rhino, M 44 ~ 10.7 0 
Bennett, T 41 ~ 8.7 0 
Shaw, H 25 183 7.3 0 
Harris, M 20 182 9.1 1 
Kickoff Retorne 
• NO. Yds. Avg. TO 
Nk)ffcrd, O 10 434 24.1 0 
Woods, H 18 416 23.1 .0 
Green, M 15 323 21.$ 00, 
McArthur, T 9 245 27.2 
Bennett, T 10 237 23.7 0 
TD C FO S P 
02318 S 03 
0 13 14 14 69 
025 12 7 68 Cutler, E 
3 7 8 5 $4 Hay, C 
7 0 0 0 43 Kelly, E 
6 0 0 0 36 M. Holmes,W 
6 0 0 0 36 Smlth,e 
6 0 0 0 36 Macorlttl, S 
5 0 0 0 30 Germany, E 
4 0 0 0 24 ScoH, E 
Slrlckland, S 
interception RMorna 
No. Ycls. L.RTD 
Hordes, T 7 55 43 0 
Burrow, M 5 133 33 1 
the advice. The 22-year-old, Nelms, O 4 67 40 0 
who entered the game with a Young, W , 4 39 20 0 
4-7 record andan earned.run Harris, M 4 32 24 o 
average of 5.14, pitched a 
complete game and allowed 
only one run..  
wast  
Scoring 
TD ¢ F@ S P 
Fo#oolIo, B:C. 0 16 27 14 111 
Ruoff, W O 14 26 12 104 
04010 7101 
02210 9 61 
9 0 0 0 M 
900054 
900054 
0 61311 53 
80 .0048 
600036 
600036 
Ruldtlng 
C Yds. Avg. TD 
Germany, e P2mS)7 5.1 6 
W~hlngton, WI47 706 4.11 0 
Key, B.C. 149 683 4.6 5 
White, B.C. i!2 582 5.2 2 
Strlckland, S 122 529 4.3 4 
. PaSS RecelvlM 
No. Yds. Ave. TD 
,~lnith, E 54 955 17.7 9 
Kelly, E 43 elo 18.e 9 
M. Holmes, W 40 701 17.5 9 
PMorSan, W 40 454 11.4 1 
Forzanl, C 39 533 13.7 5 
PiSSing 
A C YcM. ICTD 
Wilkinson, E163 98 1,7011 .S 12 
Brock, W 313 114 1,M4 5 11 
Moon, E 157 86 1,808 9 16 
Johnson, C 157 89 1,065 4 9 
Punting 
No. Yds. AvE. LK 
ROesOOIIS, B.C.M 4,044 47.0 73 
Ilesl¢, E 79 3,700 46.0 76 
Macorlttl, S 89 3,989 44.8 112 
Ruoff, W 95 4,243 44.7 67 
McTogue, C 99 4,381 d4.3 81 
Punt neturni 
No. Yds. Ave. TD 
Butler, E 55 513 9.3 0 
Kirk, C 31 42? 13.11 1 
Ford, B.C. 41 4111 10.2 0 
Hlnton, B.C. 43 400 9.3 0 
Fraletta, E 36 273 T0.5 0 
KI¢IMff RMorns 
No. Yds. Avg. TD 
Brlohh B.C. 15 473 31.5 0 
Holllman, E 14 38627.6 .0 
Phamn, W 15 3~ 24.6 0 
Chorney, S lS 3~ 23.5 0 
Ford, B.C. I i  286 26.0 0 
• Interception Retwne 
No. Yds. LRTD 
.Burleson, C 7 1 rn 35 0 
Irwin, ¢ 6 119 31 0 
Hln~on, B.C. S 104 6;1 0 
Butler, E 5 dO 33 I 
Sparks, C 4 82 $0 0 
Hlghbeuoh, E 4 37 19 0 
Canucks pick Rick 
NEW WESTMINSTER, ¢xiUcism from the coaching 
B.C. (CP) - -  Top draft staff of the National Hockey 
choice Rick Valve has been League team after am 
demoted by Vancouver exhibition game Sunday 
Canucks to the roster of against Les Angeles Kingsin 
Dallas Black Hawks for an Vancouver. 
exhibition game tonight be. Couch Harry Neale and as-" 
twenn the Central Hockey slstant Dave D~n. said ~ey 
League teamand the maJer were alsappolntea mat 
Valve was not in better 
Junior New Westminster ph.,y.sloul.condltion. 
Bruins' of the Western 1'ne right winger, who 
Hockey League. played last season with 
.Vaive came under Birmingham Bulls. 
Here's the versatile power source that can 
help you accomplish almost any task at any 
working site .... offering useful features 
found on no other tractor of its .size. 
- Av l l l lbk l  in 15.1O- 25 or 38 H.P. 
- Choke of 2.whsel o r  4.whesl dr ive 
-'Nine fon~ard speedI, three reverse 
- 2.cylinder water.tooled diesel or gas engine. 
Available,nowat your francldoa clsaler in Welt Central 
B.C. 
whose team left Houston 
Sunday after winning one 
game of a threegame s ries 
with Houston Aslros. "We 
can do it all ourselves by 
winning next week at home," 
The victory left the Reds 
1½ games ahead of Houston 
a.'~d returning home to play 
their last six games against 
San Diego and Atlanta. 
The Astros play their final 
seven games on the road - -  
deserve to win it," .added 
second baseman Joe 
Morgan. 
The Reds, who had a day 
off Monday, open their three. 
game series with San Diego, 
pitching Fred Norman, ll-U, 
against Bob Shirley, 7-18. 
Tom Seaver, 15-8, is 
scheduled Wednesday 
against Randy Jones, 11-11, 
with Mike LaCoss, 14-7, 
galng Thursday against the 
Padres' Bob Owchlnko. 
Baseba l l  
gntDe 
s tory  
unava i lab le  
WHAT I1 THE FA/TEJ T 
THING IN THIS AREA ? 
w 
A gal who just read a 
great sale ad in... 
\ 
% 
/ 
I I',I¢II II :I .-KI I'I~I i I 
dally herald 
I 
Stoelwiaders Inland Tradinl 
Vlewmont Road 
SmitMrs, B.C. 047-2619 OL S l .  
25% Off Vancouver Weekends 
,{ 
 fier seeing Stanley.Park, tbe 
view from Yffou.nt Seymour,..fias!o 
:Tffaritime Museum, and all ibb: 
gorgeous tores, tbis ceiling is a 
really beautiful sight." 
One of Vancouver's most pleasing attractions 
is the low weekend rate at Holiday 
reduct ion in the s tandards  for 
which Hol iday Inn is wor ld -  
famous. L ike  big, br ight  
rooms,  colourTV, extra- long 
double beds, free guest  parking,  
pools  and saunas,  baby-s i t t ing 
service,"Teens Free" family 
plan, coffee shops,  hne restau- 
rants and a wide range  of 
enter ta inment  facilities. It's one  
of  Vancouver 's  most  pleasing 
attractions. 
E ar  reservat ions,  call toll free: n B.C., 1- (800)-268-8811; 
your  nearest  Hol iday Inn or 
travel agent.  
InVancouver, Holiday Inn is close to whereyou want to be. 
Wcih~ ncouver 's  Hol iday inn otels are  offering a spe-  i weekend pr i ce -25% 
off the regular  oom rate for 
a min imum stay of two  nights.* 
The Vancouver  Ho l iday 
Inn Weekend Special .  Luxury  
accommodat ion  at a reduced 
pr ice.With absolute ly  no 
BROADWAY: 
• 711W. Broadway Ave. (near  City Hall) 
(604) 879-0511 
DOWNTOWN: 
Howe St. at Hehnoken 
(604) 684-2151 
CITY CENTRE (Harbour Side): 
1133 W. Hastings St. 
(604) 689-9211 
Number one in people pleasing' 
'Prior reservations required.Weekend Special must be requested. 
Subject to availability. Available Fridays, Saturdays and Sundays until June 15/80 incl. 
Excludes special events, Rroups and conventions. 
TERRACE-KITIMAT 
dally 
h 
. . . . .  I 
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Alcan admits 'effects' 
Alcan Smel ter  and msidentao~ the Smithers; tormauon on the project 
ammicak spokesman Telkwa and Quick areas, and say Alcan is keeping 
Brian Hemingwey said them in the dark. 
Friday the cempany Is . Tbe.y. have. formed a. Heminffwsy, however, 
well aware there will be ~ave me mu,-ey group rays the company 
environmental ffects if which claims plan~ for recognizes that ff the 
plans todam the Nanlka thehydro~leetrie project project goesahcad, there 
River go ahead, are further ahead thad' w i l l  be environmental 
The project, still in the the' company will admit, affects in the Nan/ha. 
early planning stage, has Members also eom- Morice river system and 
raimd fears am .o~some plain of l~ek of In- .  the Nechako River and 
lake. area. 
Poor  f f  t "We~,e asia a number ~,e_  benef i t  ~ ~=. ~t we do.', 
COLOMBO (Reuter )  - -  
The Sri Lanka government 
has devised a scheme to 
enanre that food and fuel 
subsidies go where they are 
intended -- to the poor, 
For more than 30 years 
about seven mmtou people, 
the more affluent hall of the 
country's pepulatloo, have 
exd~ed generous subsidies 
elon8 with the poor, 
Now the ruling gnitnd Ns. 
tlonalParty has ordered that 
the food subsidy system be 
replaced with food gtaml~ 
which will be ~ivan or, ly to 
the 7,5 million pecplo wlmue 
income= are less than Sis ,~ 
=uath. 
Under the system, a 
family will get betwmm 18 
and $16 in food stamps ,?~.~ oo = ~ ~ ~. 
Th~ aura wUi be fuel 
stamps for kerosene, 
rqpmled an the poor man's 
~ookL~ and Uzhtina euel. 
The program is expected 
toast the government about 
$~ million, but it will save 
the govermmmt about one 
• third of Its annual subsidy 
bill d ~ million, 
A novel feature ~ the plan" 
is that unused food stamps 
can be deposited as sav~ 
in the national savings bank 
to earn interest. 
Minister of State 
Anandattssa De Alwb snide 
recent ,survey showed tlmt 
,the rich rather than the poor 
izople of the population were 
enjoying the benefits of 
nttbeldiu on wheat, fleer,, 
bread and kerosene Under 
,the old system. 
With the ending of 
sub~ddim, the gowrnment 
has decided to ~lve a salary 
increase to wage samem 
Wbm incomes are above $1o 
per month but fall below 196, 
be said. 
COUNTRIES  CO-  
OPERATED 
In 1976,.U.S. Apollo and So- 
viet Soyuz spacecraft linked 
up in space and two Russian 
and three American 
astronauts visited each 
others' craft. 
I Super Saver gives 
Co-op Shoppers an 
exceptional saving on 
a quality product 
Watch for this symbol 
throughout your store 
' Co-op Super Savers 
your guarantee of 
Top Value and Low, 
Low Prices! 
Watch. 
for them! 
Despite the ending oC sub- have the answers 
sidles, Sri Lenka will dsht,'HendlM[way said. 
trot/hue tobe a welfare state He said because cL this 
- -  providinl free education, the company has corn- 
free health service/ ud  missioned an en- 
cheap bus and rall services, vironmental study to 
The govmmeat lso pays determine affects. 
heavy mbeldies to farmers 
.for fe~lilxers, and provides The study is being 
similar incentives for conducted by Envirecon 
flshermm and small land. Ltd., a Vancouver 
holders, company.. 
, =ton i~ay  said Alcan 
~s not inaemltive to the, 
fact that there will be 
•mvinmmental effe¢~,,'. 
"We want to be 
msponalble and do what 
b practical and 
reasonable to alleviate 
these affects should the 
uroJeet Io ehcad~m said. 
T~e project involves a 
dam on the Nanlha River, 
a tunnel between Kid. 
price Lake and the 
Nechako Reservoir and a 
second tunnel from the' 
.reservoir to a power 
house at Kemano. 
The water flow in 
Nanika Lake and Kid; 
price Lake will be 
reversed, resulting in a 
reduced flow in the 
.M...ode.e River system" 
The Herald takes a look at  the damage to the Williams Creek Bridge. 
See page 10 " ~ ,  by , . ,  a , .~= 
SUPER NEW ARRIVAL 
Anniversary Speciali 
Save q0 On 
Men's & Ladles' 
L.C.D. Quartz 
With 6 Functions! 
[Exceptional buys on 4 styles of quality-crafted men's watches with . 
| S large digits and ~he. following 6 functions: Month, Dam, Hour, 
I Minutes, Seconds and Night Light. Available in Gold colour or Silver 
I ~olour. Comnlet~ with matchino case and bracelet band. 1-yearwarranty 
l~ur Wn01worth reg. price: ea. 29.~5. 
YOUR CHOICE 
OUR WOOLWORTI~ 
SALE  PRICE 
• I 
t 
.... ..'::..~..~ .:..~ .,. . . . .  ; . . ~ . . . . . .  
1 Hours, Minute=. Seconds. 
Night Light Month Data 
6 DIGIT READOUT 
6 FUNCTIONS 
_ k   .olllvoe'dl/ 
y0up everyday store 
We reserve the right to 
l imit quantities 
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There ~as wreckage the lenxth of the bridge 
It required cutting 
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The pro  takes a laok 
And the mess finally came free 
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TECHNOLOGY ON TRIAL: 
WHAT' 
t 1We,.- ,.JV~... 
~.~_ . .  ::_-'~,..,.~. , ' - - -~~ _ :~ .~,  
~ . . . . .  
'.~ ° 
t - ; . '  : ' j . .  
! 
'p  
• . , . "  . : • . 
Today technology is on trial. It stands accused of 
myriad crimes - -  destroying the environment. 
poisoning the populace, and even threatening 
the future of the human race To silence critics. 
defenders point to a stunning record of 
technological advances that formed the modern 
world and hold the promise for a better tomorrow. 
Reach your verdict with help from evidence 
presented in Courses by Newspaper's Fall series 
"'Connections: Technology and Change." Led by 
Professor John G. Burke of the University of 
California. Los Angeles historians antisocial ........ 
scientists illuminate sources of invention, theim- 
pact of technology on modern life, and the pros- 
pects.for controlling change. And Courses by 
Newspaper makes it possible to earn college 
credit in a convenient study program. 
As you debate..tec~ olo is future, plan 
make "Connections" must reading. Your verdict 
could set change on a new course. 
/ 
COllECTION8 
CO~SES BY NEWSPAPER 
Starts Friday in the Herald. 
Television (PBS) Sunday 8 pm - Channel 9 
I 
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"We h " th  d l '  " l "rks . . . .  " " " ave  e en  les t  C e l-.'1:i,'tOWn:: 
' s l id  I [Overwa I I AJ[ Season erksen's ;' ,tea 
i spo~,,.~ l i  Credit I I  " "  (~ ~~ : ' l FOOD/CENTERS ! 
I ooo. I I  Jewellers II :: iAy, mor~" :--  . ' I 
I I I I I vvtsn-Nweti--l:SOUClUe~. / * ' r ' , . ,~ , , ,4 , , . , . .  . I 
I Come on ~n ,~ s, I I *HAHONOS *WATCHES ! i ~ ,,,:i / lU i ! i~tU  _ - 'AA  I 
Ioo'neworrOvo' I I ,CRYSTAL ',JEWELLRY '1  i ~ Sen.done::".":' /SouP.o..--. 4~. .~ I 
• • / : '~ :~g~'% or  take  one  l • - . " - | 
I,-,,,,.,,o., I I  I I ~ ~-;~:" I Robin Hood i ~o,~., ~,0,., I I  I t  A ~ ~ f  ash 'I--rS 'ha| ~'on I~ a ' ,  i - - ,  - - - , . . .  , 
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I HI  I I  rna:~o--re : e. lO tter, lle|p~,)'ou any |t r~h|~ ' I ::' I 
I , \ ~  - . ,: . . -  
I I I tt, >, tk I BLUE RIBBON I.I11111 
I BAKERYmo Ltd. ! Makeup Artistry ' ~  
i , Pantries i i • • " i 
i • . - i I ' Brow Arching . " I 
I ~ • ~.c,~_, • t , ! F INRLTOUCH," - I  
I _~,,~ ~ attention I I I Accessories . / , "  : .......... I ...... 
I I , !  o ,ow,.r,,.ooer.e 1 
I - : ;~' - -  -" ~'"~"=]' c " ' l  I : Designer Fashions ' I 
I '~°'''0.°~';~'°'~' i I " :.:Disco Sh0i}S !'  I 
14.4m Lakelse 8.4083 I i =Dl-Iliskeen. mi l l  . 635;~2769 1 
TerrcLce 
Interiors Ltd. 
L ... . . . . . . . . . . . . .  " . . . .  ~ '~ . . . . .  " 
Sunworthy's 
one-stop wallcoverings shop 
I 
Lota ~t beautiful Sunworthy waUeoverlr~ designs f(n" i 
ever7 roem of your house .... we'll help you choose 
imttenul. EVELYN MacDONALD, a 10 year employee at Oerksen'e i 
Jewellers proudly dllplays the plaque she won as this week's 
I We'll Id)Ow you bow to cho(~ the right Suawort~ . winner. Evelyn Is a qualified~e~,llers[.eweller who refenfly,~ ' "  i'~ . . . . . .  ~'*~ ~'~ ~ ?l rr 
i~le ,Qr your needs, ., gradualod from the Canadian 'tnstltUt.. ~ '  ~ ~ - "  F -A1  " ' " ' - - ' . - .  
" ~ ~ ~ ~ in " 4610 Lc~elle 635-6600 : ~ ~ p } ! i ~  :'~ (~,~!  sitt l i l l~,. 
~~ ~~r.tn,nn ~ TERRAOE ELEOTRONIO 
irERRAOE O0.OP (~UADRA TRAVEL Repairs Ltd. 
"/our one stop okoppin| oontro" - ~ SERVICES LTD. 
.~ . , .  , . . , t  Tosh iba  Speakers  
. . . . ,  ,h,,,,,, 00ME and SEE n CS717 ,ow..w,.,  229~. 
. grmrios .Dry |,sis LIONS VS. EDMONTON i CS718 ,, w.. . . , ,  . .  269~ 
. eulldlm! Supplies , Garden Centre OANUOKS VS. N.Y. RANGERS CS727 ,, w..,.s, w. 289~ 
, . . . . . . .  CS7'37 ,, w.. uMs,,.y 349~ , Bulk PetrolHia & Gas NOVEMBER 2.4 ;.~ . . . . .  "l'errace', bu( l l~ lng  dining place, discotheque & ] ; .  
~ , Tr.nsfers N t 2 0 0  "~'' I ' 0  J lounge, with quiet rultlc decor and charming .rvice.the CS747' 1,, w.. Ms , . ,  629~ Hotel 0_ ----,~!/", i ~rle In the atmolph re of the tlradlllone. Ba arian 
FIIgM ; Style. Select yo~ meal from a most extensive steak, 
~.o,®~, .~hn,*,., .nd ,.,..,,on., ~... ,. CS335 ,, w.. ,,.s,,.y 299°-! 
~i l l~ l~ l l~U! . . l i l l~  7 OiimtTIckell Pacific Norlhwelit. 30 month warranty '* '  i ~ ' . . . . .  OPEN FOR 
48.11 Ilrel . 63,5-2281 4646 Lake ls~.  ;LUNCH.TuII, toFrI.11.2DINNER-Mm.IoSun.5-11 4623 Lakelse 635-4,543 
i m m a  
fiitill~L__ ~ I I" . . . . . . . . . . . .  _ . _ _  ," t .J'~".tL : 
' friendliest ~ ONE HOUR SERVICE ,', The ( ontest Rules 
' clerk in town:  I. Only participatin£ mrchants employees are eligibb. 
~' 2. Vote must be recorded each week on hal;st provided every Tuesday in the 
Daily Herald. , ,  T IME CLEANERS 
who works  at :  3. Any clerk my win once 0nly, fl a previous winner tops v0tiqrIHer up For the best in 
shall be chosen winner, suede & leather 
' 4, Winner will be selected by majority of ballots, , 
5. hllots must be in by Friday noon each week. cleaning 
Ballets shall ke dropped at tke Daily Herald 6. Clerk shall mean cashier, receptionist, waiter, mitress, salesperson. Plus minor clothing repairs 
IfllCl or nailed ell AdvlHiSlal ialapr, 
tie HiraM, 3212 h im St, 7, Judps decision final. Terrace Mini Mal l  635-2820 
~ l l l i  p l l l l i l  i ~ i l  i j R  l l i  l i e  ~ ~ 
" : " " i i  ': ' : '  : '  ". , , . " 
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 :daily hzrald 
estublbhed Open Le~r-nlag Institute, Mes out 
Imlltata'S key mHhed of staylm! In touch with 
.studesta4he t lephone. The iestitute's home4tudy anywhere in the provime. 
curses sr~ hacked uo by tutors and noa4cademic 
t 
I II I "T"" 7 "1111 "1; I I 
\ 
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/ 
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SALMON, 
FISHING DERBY 
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NOW IN FULLSWING 
I 
i I 
ONLY TWO WEEKS ' students stay ou top of their w-a'k. St~luts can call. ' • " " • 
their tutors and advises free of charge from / /  
• AVAILABLE HERE 
Telephone tutors seen 
on a university or college 
campus." 
In addition, tutors and 
advisors will coutact 
the i r  s tudents  
periodically to discuss 
progress in the course 
,and to deal with any 
,~roblems which  may 
lave become evident 
f rom written assign-, 
ments. 
This is a pilot semester' 
fur the institute which 
• will be fully opemtianal 
in J, muary: . . . .  ' ..... = 
. "At that time weql 
have a much greater 
selection of courses in all 
~f our three program 
urcas,"said Meakin. 
"With hundreds of 
students calling us and 
their tutors and advisors 
from all over  the  
tonanceand other costs of 
~,npas institutions." 
Persons wishi~ fur- 
ther information on the 
institute can Write the, 
B.C. Tel's lo~ d~stonce '¢ou_rses_, .university become discouraged and 
network will'i~pl~ea the ~/udtes~Aeaamg to  un~ drop out." 
• lecture lu~l=t~l~am~lmm,..~i~lge4ug.l~dqn=,an ~einst i tuto has opted 
room and the counesllur's career, technical and for long .d i s tance  
~1~ in the wovince's vocational programs, tolepl~ue as the mest 
newest educational 'And to ensure that effective and most 
economical means,of  
providing for student 
contact. " . 
The institute has 
authorized the in- 
. stallation of business 
phones in the homes of all 
tudors and otere-front 
.. re~~inory  contree 
• for 4h~,fall semester. 
Students will be en-  
coursged to call collect 
fur assistance with any 
problems connected with 
their studies. 
The tutors' role is to .  
help with difficulties 
related to courses. "A 
facility, the Open instruction' Io Just as 
i.~n'ni~ lmtituto, whose eceessible to omneoue in 
ina~ural program gets K1twanRa as in Bumaby, 
wider way in September, the .d~ctors of ~ .in- 
~mysapressralsusefrom stitum - are rmymg 
the college, heavily on the long- 
:" " . 'distoece telephone. 
E$.~blished. by the. Course materials will 
• .,~, , ,~ ,~.~ ~ ~ t o  the 
" . " . .  " " ~ . l z~ 'qt , s ,~ta l  
available to all B.C. mpplemeetod by access 
• residents, the institute to academic experts," 
was designed to equalize says institute registrar, 
educational opportunltiesi ,I~. Denys Me.akln. 
tln'ou~out the province. Home learners need 
• Offerings of the in- human contact sad ex- 
stitute include bigh, pert assistance. Without 
school  complet ion  this man~ will tend to 
Art,; ,c se 
uses travel 
~atu~pt encounterkg a province we'll rack up 
stuMFIMIblem can make quite a phone, l~lll,..l~.t 
~a t~h l l  to his tutor these e~s '  Will' be 
immediate ly ,"  said minimal compared to the 
Meakin. "The raglcoal building and main- 
advisors are there to help 
with any other kind of 
problem, such as course 
se lec t ion ,  s tudy  
techniques, flnanoial aid 
andsOon. Wearo trying ~ L~arning Institute, 
to give 0~ students aa l~x  94,000, Richmond, 
effective a support B.C.,V6Y~A~.,urcaneall 
~stemas they would find collect at 270-8021. 
TECHNOLOGICAL 
CHANGE: 
WINNIPEG (CP) -- Tile the westerh shore of Hudson 
chance to paint and" travel 
for five mmtbe lured three 
yO artkis away from 
onal summm' Jol~ ~ 
SUM~Mer. 
'/'hi three, In adva-ced 
coum~ at the Univorsity o~ 
Manitoba, toured the 
.province to  paler sc~ st 
provincial and~ national 
pu~ and hbtorte sites. 
~e pro~ect was fl=med 
by a tedecal @ant and each 
student had to cempleto I0 
l~tnt/n~. The 3O works will 
be mhiblted end he,once the 
property ol the Canadian 
go~mment his tall. 
EventuaUy, the works my 
be hung in federal buildup 
or turn up oa postcards um~i 
for tonrbt prmnotisa. 
Bob 8skowski, setln~ 
director of the university's 
art 8ebeol, 88ys be liked the 
ceseept because It allowed 
s todento  to  m ~ n ~  
their skills durin~ the 
aummeL 
"11~y build themselves up 
to a p~nt ~ousbe= .~ 
school year, and than 
it ... Thin, they have m 
a few months at the. 
~Mnning o5 the n~t term 
perSsetln8 themselves 
agaW' be uys, 
The bulk d the 'pant was 
for .J~ supplies, publicity,; 
u'avel and l~IRin~. It 8ko 
covered a small salary for 
each of the students. 
"It's Wckebly well below 
minimum wage, because 
heur days, says ~atows , 
, "n~' re  three v~ ...~m- 
mitred I~ple, The me umi 
that udt= me is that tbe 
studente took the Inttlative.to 
search out and lind what 
IS. nis were available, 
• Money from tbe ~rant..~be- 
lieved to be the fire of its 
klB! In Canada,paCd t~ ttli~_ 
Rid/el JM 
l~ .asd  the Portap !~ 
PraMS ares, The studanto~ 
£mrmlt~l York Factory, m 
: / 
TO GO. 
I 
- '~  . f  
WEEKLY PRIZES 
Ba-•  ifu~ehf Bob How~cg 
fm,,,,~ ,1~ nrotect ideal. 
"It's a 5airly tenuous 
positim, knowin~ that in a 
we have to set a 
ncedent~" says Bowick. 
Kodak Model 100'Instant Camera 
Courtesy s i~~,  souna 
Mens Watch 
Courtesy Carters Jewellers 
Assorted Tackle - 
Courtesy Luhr Jensen 
Gift Certificate - 
L Courtesy =an Stere' :i :!,:::!'!!!: . :=: 
I 
Assorted Tackle - 
Courtesy Gibbs- Norco 
Smoker 
Cazrt~y.Overwaitea 
.Tackle Box & Kit - 
Courtesy K mart 
Smoker 
Courtesy Luhr Jemm 
. ~dM 
LARGEST FISH PRIZES 
o 
Larges~ Cohoe Entere~ 
Dur~ the D~by W~ 
A ROD & REEL 
cmrt~y i, 
Dalwa- Algmqnln i ~' 
" ' i  
Largest Spring Entered 
During the Derby wins 
A ROD & REEL 
Courtesy , 
Oaiwa - Algmquin 
• . . , :  
i p~ , .  
GBAND PRIZE ,,, 
A LONG" WEEKEND in LAS VEGAS 
~lom# for 2 to ~ Vegas, -, COURTESY , 
accommodation included. CP Air 
ll~klla Travel 
~eaves Terrace Oct. U, 1979 Nkeena Mall 
BDeturm Terrace Oct. 15, 1979 Merchants Asmoclatlm, 
- To be awarded on a draw basis-all entries eligible 
o 
RULES 
~,; . 
Water within a 50 mile radius co ers tl~e day. 
of Terrace is eligible. ~icence and an official entry ~ . ~ 
'form available at Overwalto8 c ,:.., i .-'.Employees of the Daily 
or in each Fridays edition of Herald or the N¢eena Mall are 
i! .the Daffy Herald. . .inelli0ble. 
i" 0nly fish we1~ea m at tl~ ~, 
Overwaltea Store In the "- Weekly winners I~wi l l  "
,..'Sk~ma Mall dur ing  .regular . Enlzles for each week will announced in each Tuesday 
store hours are elJf0ble, dose at 5 p.m. Saturday, edit/an of the Daily Herald. 
I 
OFFICIAL ENTRY FORM 
.- =,, , .k. . , , . . ,=  iofi'gh,mW : - ]1 
iS s , mm mNG DE.m: 
I,, ~a.-e '-- - - . .~-, ' - . ' - . . .  ' - - -~ ,  ~,oom~,,~ I ! 
', IS " ~- - ' - '  " " ' -  by derby officiak I !,' , ,= . .  , 
I I ' ~ ' in i l "  I I t taty - I 
I I  ~pce 
. . . . . . .  . . . . . .  _ ______ ' ____ .  _ . . . . . .  . . . . . . .  , 
PROGRESS 
OR P 
' CONfEr ' IONS 
i 
Once bright with promise, the fu!ure now seems 
orninous. Is technology--with its rapid, some- 
., times hazardous changes .--the villain? Or is it 
our best hope to solve the complex problems 
that cloud the future? 
• Join us as.we probe America's love-hate rela- 
tionship with technological change in Courses b~ 
Newspaper s Fall, series Connections: Technol- 
ogy and Change, Led by Professor John G, 
/ Burke of the University of California, Los 
Angeles,historians and soc:ial scientists illumi- 
nate sources of invention, the impact of technol- 
ogy on modern life, and prospects for controlling 
change, And Courses by Newspaper makes it 
• possible to earn college credit in a convenient 
study program, ' 
As you set your sights on a"new decade, plan 
to make •''Connections'' must reading. It's a 
Course of change with your future in mind. , 
COf~$ES BY r,EWSPAPER 
gsr ts  F r iday  In  the  I -k ra ld  
J 
. . /  
A 
o , 
I , 
t 
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. ,,,, S EH V:io E;S ~,~: ',; 19!:H ELP:W ANT;ED:. !:i CLAS l IF I I ID  RATES 
LOCAl .  ONLY:  
20 ~rds  or  less a2.00 per  In. 
sortlon. Over 20 words 5 cents 
per word, 
3or more consecutlve Insertions 
SI,S0par Insorliun, 
RIIPUNDS: 
First Insertion charged for 
v4~ether run or not. 
N)4olutely no refunds after ad 
.has bean set. 
CORRICTIONa: 
Muet be made before second 
Ineartlon, 
~lowlnce can be made for only 
one Incorrect ed, 
BOX NUMBERS: 
75 ¢anhl pl¢kop. 
~.75 mailed. 
CLAISlFIED DilPLAY: 
Raise available upon requelt. 
NATIONAL CLAS| IF I IO  
EATI: 
¢antl par agate line. 
Minimum cher0e 15.00 par In. 
sorties. 
LIOAL • POLITICAL and 
TRANSIIINT ADVJRTISiNO: 
$3.40 per column Inch. 
BUSINESS PERSONALS: 
14.~0 per line per month. 
OI! • 4 month heall only. 
DIAOLIN! 
DISPLAY: 
4:00 p.m. 2 dayl prior to 
pt/bllclllan day. 
CLAII IPI ID: 
S:00 p.m. on dev previous to day 
Of publlcatlan Monday to Friday. 
ALL ¢LASSiPIID CASH WiTH 
OEDER other than 
BUSINESSBS WiTH AN 
ESTA|LiSHED ACCOUNT. 
Sorvtce charge of 1.1.00 on all 
N.LP. ¢he(wes. 
WEDDING DeSCRiPTiONS: 
No charge provided news sub. 
matted within one month. 15.00 
pro(l~ctlon charge for weddlng 
aria.or engagement pictures. 
News of weddlnss (write.ups) 
received one month or more 
~'ftor event $10.00 charge, with or 
without picture. Sub ect to 
cofKIonletlon. Payebe n ed. 
• vance.  
CLA I I IP l ID  AN- 
.NOUNCIMENTa: 
, Blrfl~l 5.50 
• ,Engapamen~l 5.a0 
MIrrlagee O. e |J 
Funerall 
Cards of Thanks 
/V~morlei Notices 
:PHONE ~15.~1~ 
J 
SUBSCRIPT ION BATES 
SU BSCRI PT ION 
RATIS 
a|hlCflVl 
October t, 1t71 
Slngle Copy 20c 
BV Carrier mth 3.00 
By Carrier year 33.00 
By Mail 3 mth. 15.0~ 
ByMell 6mth 25.00 
By Mail year 45.00 
Senior Citizen year 20.~ 
B;'ltlsh Commonwealth end 
United States of America one 
war 55.00 
BOx 399, Terrace, 6.C. 
V6G 2M9 
HOME DELIVERY 
Terrace & District 
Tl~ornhlll & District 
Phone 63.¢6357 
Kltlmat & Dlstrlct 
Phone ~2.2747 
The Herald reserves the rlght 
to ¢lasslfy ads under approprlate 
headings end to set rates 
therefore nd to determine page 
location. 
The Herald reserves the right 
to revise, eWt, classify or relect 
any advertisement and to retain 
any answers directed to the 
Horeld Box Reply Servlce, end to 
repay the customer the lUre paid 
for the advertisement end box 
rental, 
Box repllss on "Hold" In. 
structlons not plcked up wlthln tO 
{lays of explry at an ed. 
vortlsemant wlll be destroyed 
unless malllng Instructl~s e .  
recelved. Those answerlng 8o) 
Number-, are requested not to 
send orlglnals of documents to 
8void loss. 
All claims of errors In ad. 
wrtlsements must be received 
by the publlshe¢ within 30 day| 
after the tlrat publication. 
It Is agreed by the advertiser 
requeltlng space that the 
liability of the Herald In the 
event of failure to publish en 
advertisement or In the event of 
an error appearing In the ed. 
vertlsement es published shall 
be limited to the ernest paid by 
the advertiser for only one In. 
correct Insertion for the portion 
of the advertising space occupied 
by the Incorrect or omlffed Item 
only, and that there shall be no 
liability to any event greater 
than the amount paid for such 
edvertlllng. 
Advertlsementl must comply 
with the British Columbia 
Human Rlghfll Act which 
d~lOhlb]tl any edvertlllng that 
scrlmlnetes agalnst any 
person because of his race, 
religion, sex, color, nationality, 
5.50 ancestry or place at origin, or 
S.20 because hla age le between 44 
• 5.50 and 65yearl, unless the ¢ondltlon 
Is lusflfled by a bone fide 
reclulreme~t for the work In. 
..aanlflM Advertising Dept. valved. 
OVEREATERS 
ANONYMOUS 
meete Wednesday at 0 p.m 
St. Matthew's Angllca: 
Church basement. Phond 
11,t-4417 ~fler 6:30 p.m. 
'PREGNANT?' 
NEED HELP? 
drlol(Ing probte'm? "l~ere Ii 
help 
Avellablel 
Phone 635.5636 
Alcohollce Aoonymees 
MEETINGS: 
Man., 8:30 ~pknt.~. 9~; '  
Church." • .,':' . .. ','. 
Call Birthr ight for an Man. g p .m. .  ~Jenon . 
alternative to abortion. Sheens Health Unit. 
Phone 832.4603 anytime. 
Room 23.1. 'Nschako Centre. 
KINmit A.A. Construction 
~r~p In Kltlmet: telephone 
t,1114711. 
MEETINGS: 
Monday. Step Mnefln0s. 6:30 
p.m. Lutheran Church. 
Wednesdayl Closed. 
Meetings 1:30 p.m. United 
Church, 
Frldeye. Open/~In0a  g: 30 
p.m. Skeene Health Unit, 
Kltlmat General Hotplteh 
N.Anon Meetings. Tuesday 
• g p.m. United Church. 
38' WANTED MISC. 
Wright Watchers meeting 
held every Tuesday et 7 p.m. 
i t  the Knox United Church 
Hall, 4907 Lazelle Avenue. 
LIdlee Sllm Line Club meets 
Monday evening - -  6:30 p.m. 
-- United Church hozement, 
Kitlmat 
WANTED DONATIONS 
The Three Rivers Workshop 
for the Handicapped erl 
looking for denatlona of any 
old, broken or used pieces at 
furniture, also any dllcarded 
products we could use 
or recycllng or ranovitlng, 
Call ua at 635.2238 betweam 
| a.m. end 3 p.m. We will tr l  
to make ~,arrangementa fat 
)lckup. 
Birthright Office 
Alteruatlve to Abertlon 
3-4621 Lakelse • 635.3907 
Wednelday 1 p.m. - 3 p.m. 
lind 4 p.m..  5 p.m. or phone 
anytime: Lisa 635.3164, 
Carol 635.5136. 
MILLS MEMORIAL 
THRIFT SHOP 
Mil ls Memorial Huspltat 
Auxiliary would appreciate 
any donations of good, clean 
clothing, any household 
Items, toys etc. for Shell 
Thri f t  Shop. For pickup 
service phone 635.5320 or 635 
5233, or leave Denatlona at 
the Thrift Shop on Lazelle 
Avenue on Saturdayl bet. 
wMfl 11 a.m. and 3 p.m. 
Thank you. 
Thurs. or Set. 8:30 p.m. Mills 
Memorial Hospital. 
KERMODE 
BINGO SCHEDULES 1979 
SEPTEMBER: 
Sunday, September 9, 1979. 
52,008 Bingo. 
Tuesday, September 10, 1979. 
Small Bingo. 
Sunday, September ~3, 1979. 
52,008 Bingo. 
For more Information 
I~ lone :  
KERMODE FRIENDSHIP 
SOCIETY 
4451 Grelg Ave. 
Terrace, B.C. 
VaG 1M4 
S3S.ato~ 
Repa Reitef 
Abortion Counselling 
& Crlsll Line for 
Women 
'Women'! Centre is span. 
sorlng closed Wome,'a A.A. 
Meatlnge - -  Every Tuesday 
Night at 7:30 - -  4711 Lazelle 
Ave. 635.5145. 
INCHES AWAY CLUE 
Meet every Tuesday night at 
8 In the Skeane Health Unit. 
For more Information phons 
633.3747 or 635.3023. 
TERRACE 
WOMEN'S 
CENTRE 
• a support service 
for women • 
4711 Lazelte Ave. 
behind TIIIIcum Theatre 
635.5145. 
,Jrop In: 10 am-6 pm Man.. 
Thurs. 10 am.4 pm Friday 
We offer a comfortable 
relaxed atmosphere to meet 
and share Ideas• Children 
are welcome. 
EVENING PROGRAMS: 
~:30 pm Tuesdays • Women's 
AA. 1at WednHdey of month 
- Status of Women, 2nd 
Wednesday - Single Parents 
(led by a Single father), 3r( 
Wednesday • Men & 
Women's Rap, Thursdaye • 
Women's Night Out. 
SKEENA HEALTH UNIT 
2.3215 Eby St. 
Terrace, B.C. 
I~4307 
:HILD HEALTH CON- 
FERENCES 
Weekly at Eby St. Every 
Tues. 1:30.3:50 p.n]. Phone 
for appointment. 
Held at Thornhlll Else., 4th 
Tues. of every month from 
1:30 . 3:30 pro. Phone for 
appointment. Babyslftora 
who bring children must 
have parents' written con- 
sent for Immunization. •
ADULT IMMUNIZATION 
CLINICS 
Every Man. and Wed. from 3 
- 4:10 p.m. By appol.ntment 
only. 
PRE.NA'rAL CLASSES 
Held throughout he year for 
expectant parents. Phone 
Health Unit for details end 
registration. 
PRE•NATAL BREATHING 
and RELAXATION 
EXERCISES 
Held avery N~0n. afternoon 1 
- 2 p.m. 
HOME NURSING CARE 
Nursing care In the home for 
those who need It, on referral 
from their family doctor. 
Terrace area only. 
PR E.SCH(.X)L SCREENING 
CLINICS 
18 months: at Child Health 
Conferences. 6 yrs. once to 
twice monthly. 4:/= . 5 yrs. 
(pre.klndergarten): Spring 
blltz. Developmental, vlalon, 
hearlng screenlng done. 
Please phone for ap- 
pointment. 
IVD CLINI(~ 
Phone for appointment. 
Treatment available. 
SANITATION 
Public health Inepectore can 
ansllt with sanitation 
prol:~lema, such as food 
polsonlngs and complalntl, 
sewage disposal, private 
water supplies and 
nuisances. 
SPEECH and HEARING 
CLINIC 
(Held at 4612 Grelg Ave. Tel. 
638.1155). The audiologist 
will do hearing tests on 
referral by family doctor or 
communlty health nurse. 
Speech pathologlat 
therapist wil l  carry out 
• speech assessments and 
therapy. 
LONG TERM CARE 
At 205.4621 Lazelle Ave. Tel. 
633-9196. 
Aseesament and plannlng for 
' those ellglble for Long Term 
Care. 
A le  TO HANDICAPPED 
At 205.4621 Lazelle Ave. Tel. 
635-9196. 
Assessment and guidance 
for vocatlonal and ecclal 
rehobll ltatlon done by 
coneultent• 
SKEENA CENTRE 
ONCE MORE WE OPEff 
OUR DOORS TO THE 
SENIORS OF THE 
COMMtJNITY. 
We offer 
COFFEE 
CONVERSATION 
& 
CRAFTS 
In a friendly 
Drop.In Centre 
atmosphere 
We supply 
MATERIALS 
INSTRUCTION 
& 
TRANSPORTATION 
As well as an area tel 
relaxation. For more In• 
formation about these and 
other activities, please • 
phone 435.22~ and ask for 
Skoona Centre. See you there 
any time between 8 am and 
3:30 pm Monday thr,' 
Friday. 
CWL Fall Bazaar wlll be 
held Oct. 24 from 7 p.m. to 9 
p.m. et Verltes School Gym. 
(nc-240) 
The Terrace Art Assoclet Io~ 
b sponsoring an exhibit of 
~otogrephs of Plant LIM of 
the Terrece.Klt lmat area 
Summer and Winter. Dates: 
Sept. 13 • Oct. 15. Place: 
Terrace Public Library Arts 
Room. Open during Library 
tours. (nc-2Ss) 
Terrace Homemakers 
services to have orientation 
course offered In'october (m 
charge). Dotes to be' an. 
nounced. All Interested 
persona and prospective 
homemakers please call 635- 
5135 to register end confirm 
your Interest. (nc.2~S) 
Come and Belay an evening 
of crib with Terrace Crib, 
bege League at Skeenavlew 
Lodge. Play to commence 
avery Thursday evenlng 
starting Sept. 13 at 8 p.m. 
(nc.265) 
Notice of Meeting 
'Ksen House 5oclety 
Annual 
General ,~etlng 
October 3, 1979 
atT:30p.m. 
at 
Terrace Mental Health 
Centre Conference 
Room 
44S54 Lezelte Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. 
(NC.3o) 
Sacred Heart Catholic 
Church Is offering a spiritual 
course for young people from 
seventeen to twenty.f ive 
years, called Jesus Invites 
Us to Love You. For more 
Information please contact 
Bob Grace. 638-1227 or Sister 
Joseph Mary.  635.5435. (nc. 
~s) 
The Anglican Church Bazaar; 
will be held Set. Nov, 24, 
1979. (nc.23N) 
The Ladles Auxiliary to the 
Royal Canadlan Legion, 
Branch 13, Terrace, wleh to 
Invite the public to par. 
tlclpate In their semi-annual 
Smorgasbord, to be held on 
sept. 30, 1979, stertln9 et 4 
pm at the Legion 
• Aud i to r ium.  Everyone 
welcome. (nc-28S) 
,NORTHWEST LOGGERS 
ASSOCIATION 12th annual 
cenventlon Sept. 28, 29 and 30 
at Terrace Hotel• A full 
weekend of activities. For 
reservations please . phone 
635-6801. 
Terrace Klt lmat Forest 
Products Safety Conference 
9 a.m. Sat. Sept. 29 at 
Terrace Hotel. This con. 
forenca Is held In conjunction 
with the Northwest Luggers' 
A ,  ocleflen Convention. (nc- 
28S) 
B.C. Old Pensioners Tea & 
Bazaar will be held Sat., 
Nov. 3, 1979 at Terrace 
Arena Banquet Re. from 
1:30 p.m. to 4:30 p;m. (nc. 
2N) 
The Terrace Art association 
will be holding their AN. 
NUAL  GENERAL 
MEETING, Thursday, Sept. 
27at 7:30 In the Library Arts 
Room• Election of offlcers~ 
will be held and plans f~',lhe 
new season discussed. New 
and old members are invited 
to attend. (nc-27S) 
Tom Tothll l, from the 
Vancouver Planetarium, 
wlll give a free Astronomy 
Presentation In Terrace, 
Sept. 27 . 29, at Northwest 
Community College, and In 
Kltlmot, Oct. 1, 2 and 3. Pre- 
register for one evening by 
phoning 635.6511, local 238 or 
632.4766• 
Terrace registration for 
Northwest Communi ty .  
College programs takes 
place at Skeena Mall ,  
Friday, Sept. 21 from 7 - 9 pm 
and Sat., Sept. 22, from 11 
a.m. • 3 p.m. Check your 
Continuing Educat ion 
Booklet or drop by and sea 
what we offer. 
Ear ly  Ch i ldhood 
Education Conference. 
Terrace Figure Skating Club 
will beholding a Garage Sale 
. September 29, 1979 . 1:00 
pro. - 4:00 p.m. 4806 Dairy 
Road. 
Donations great ly  ap. 
weclated for pick up. Call 
Pat. 635.2539. 
(For further Information 
cell Mary at 635-2146). 
(nc2es) 
Rebel(oh Lodge Annual Tea, 
& Boxoor, Set., Nov. 10 - -  
Oddfellows Hall, 3222 
Munroa St. (nc.10N) 
Terrace Homemaker Sar. 
~Ices will be offering a 
FREE lob orlentetlon course 
October 3 to October 31,1979. 
7 p.m. to 10:30 p.m., Wed- 
nesday evenings at  
Skeenavlew Lodge, 4011 
Sparks. Registration 
cbadllne . September .27, 
1979. Call 635.5135 (nc) 
.Showing presently at the 
KItlmat Museum Is "Aquatic 
Exotic",  a prize.winning 
display of sea life of our 
ocean on loan from Victoria. 
Boaters, fishermen, outdoor 
people end folks Interested in! 
our nature and Its pleasing 
and esthatlcal aspect should 
not miss this exhibit during 
August and Sept. 
Museum hours: i2 • 5 except 
Sundays. (no-gas) 
O.O.R.P. 
Annual 
FALL BAZAAR 
& TEA 
November 17, 197t 
(nc.16N) 
"salnt Matthew's Angllcan 
Church Cholr meets on 
Tuesday nlghts at 7:30 pm In 
the Church under the 
direction of Mrs. R. Lowrle. 
All Welcome. Please phone 
635-5425 for further In. 
formation. (nc-285) 
United Church Bazaar - 
December 1, 1979. (nc.lO) 
WANTED FOR OUR 
CONSIGNMENTsnd SALE-" 
FLOOR 
Furni ture,  appl iances,  
power tools, hand tools, 
clean small care, motor. 
bikes, beats, motors or eny~ 
ether Items In acceptable 
condition. 
Terrace Auction Mar t . -  
Corner of Lakelso & Apsley, 
635.5172. (ctfn.4.9.79). 
COLLIER EXCAVATING 
Backhoe Work 
Phone 63S.$NOafler 6. (am-  
10:08.79) 
FILTER QUEEN 
Isles and service 
4546 Park Ave. 
Terrace 
F~4-)249 
;em-4.07.79) 
GEMINI EXCAVATING 
LTD. . . . .  
(W~ Andrews) -• 
• ueckhoa work ", ' 
Hourly & Contract 
6354479 anytime 
Films, displays, discussions. (em.6-6.79) : ' 
Sept. 28.29 at Northweet'  ' '  
College In Terrace, CO!I..63S. • INSlSTGN" 
6511 local 230 for In- THEBEST 
formation. (nc-28S).~ 
Terrace Curlers 9 in~F.  
meeting and reglstraflon'~Y ~
all cudera and It~'~es~:i:~ concrete Investment. 
Please attend, we need y~r~ Suhmltty's Excavating 
~)te on the raising of dues. ,  ilS.,,'It~ 
Time 7:30 p.m. Thursday ~ (am.6.6.79) 
September 27 at the curling 
dnk. You may also register 16, 
on Sunday September 30 2.4' LOST 
p.m. (p3-265) 
Terrace Art Association 
Monthly Rcture Loan will be 
held Wednesday October 3rd 
In the Library Arts Room 
from ,7:00 p.m• to 9:00 p.m. 
Pictures may be returned 
also from 1:30 • 3:00 p.m. 
Everyone weimme. 
Northern de Lights Co-op 
Monthly Members Meeting 
October 4.7:30p.m. 
to be held atthe 
saner Citizens Room 
of the Terrace Arena 
(nc-28s) 
33. FOR SALE 
MISC, 
~ahal Faith - fo r  more In. 
lormatlon please call 635. 
)705 or 635.1319 (nc-2~) 
Cdncrete septic tanks In 
stock. Get relief with a 
2 pairs boxing gloves, large 
• ~ze. Purple - red leather. 
Ken & Glen printed on each. 
Phone "35-7930. (p5-10) 
Program Director lob 
opening for Smlthers 
Friendship Centre. Send 
resume and application k 
Box 2920, Smlthers, O.C. V0.' 
2N0. (cl0-2OS) 
Mature woman for kitchen 
work needed. Also one 
munter girl for day or night 
shift. Full or port-time. 
Apply tO Mrs. Cooper . 
Manager of Brownies Fried 
Chicken or phone 635-6502 
(cS.2~) 
Terrains I Supervisor 
The position cells for an 
aggressive Individual to 
assume responsibilities of 
terminal  operation of 
trucking.marine concern at 
Kitlmat, B.C. Applicants 
should have background In 
deck-shed-yard operatlen 
with emphasis on trucking, 
dispatch and control 
procedures and techniques. 
Some experience related to 
administrative involvement 
In orgenlzetlenal planning 
would be on asset. Salary 
commensurate with ex- 
parlance and qualifications. 
Resse reply to Box 1220 care 
of The Terrace•Klt lmet 
Dally Herald. 3212 Kalum 
5treat, Terrace, B.C• VhG 
4134. All repllee treated In 
confldenca. 
(c2.25S) 
BAB' fS ITTER 
"HOUSEKEEPER 
REQUIRED 
Responsible parson required 
to babysit from 6 a .m. .  4 
p.m. monday to friday. One 
child 3 years old and ether 2 
In school.  Some light 
housekeeping duties but 
reels responsibilities will be 
to care for cN Id. Good wage 
will be paid to proper per. 
son twlth references. Call 
635.5327 after 6:~0 p.m. (c5. 
2as) 
MECHANICAL 
SUPERVISOR 
Roy Sa unders 
(604) 758-3977 or 632.7114 
Hauling Ltd. 
To take charge of al l  
malnteoance and rebuilding 
of logging trucks at Kltlmit., 
Responsibilities wil l  In. 
dude scheduling, hiring, and 
supervising "shop crews,' 
rebuilding off-highway and 
highway legging trucks and 
maintaining availability of 
operating trucks. Salary 
negotiable In S30,00O tc 
S35,000 range• Relocation 
and housing assistance 
available. This Isa long term 
ful l .t ime position• Phone 
(504) 758.3977 or 632•7415. 
(c10-25S) 
i 
Mature and very reliable 
housekouper-babysittar 
requtrod to rare for two 
small cblMron. Must 
provide own tran- 
sportation. Excellent 
setery can be expected. 
Call after 8 p.m. 63842~. 
(TFN4ff)  
BACKHOE 
FOR 
HIRE 
Phone 635-6454 or 635.675/. 
(ctfn.~09.79) 
Wanted . Part.t ime 
hookeeplng accounting. 
Mornings. preferred In your 
rifles or In my home. Phone 
~S.3453 In am and ask for 
Pauline• (p2.255) 
Musical Instrument. Oldl 
Coronet. Make offer. 
Peugeot bicycle 22:/= In 
frame. Newly over hauled 
S110. Phone 635.2042 (p3.255) 
For Sale. I brand mw Roper 
dshwasher. Phone 635.5096 
after 6 p.m. (p3-2M) 
22 cu. In. deep freeze 
(Zenith) only used one year. 
$400. No rust. Phone 635. 
3021. (c3-26e) 
For Sale: Harvest gold 
washer, dryer, frldge and 
stove. Like new. Phone 635. 
3129. (c3.275) 
One oli furnace and one 300 
gel. oli tank. Asking 1250 
OBO Phone 635.3112 (c5.27s) 
1976 Honda 400 Hawk. S1200 
OBO2~0km. Phone 632.5138 
alter 5 p.m. (p3.265) 
STORE FIXTURES 
FOR SALE 
Phone during the day. 
835.1.q74 
(dfn.13.9.79) 
:• ii :"i:: I  •,,m s oil: :-/": ' :, 
'Looking tar Furniture? 22' Flbroglass boat. Fall 
Try the Terrace Auction cnnvastop. DeepVhull, 302 
Mart Sales Floor. New& Ford Inboard. 270 Volvo 
used furniture at a price outdrlve. Complete with 
anyone can afford. We buy Mad. Priced to sell. Contact 
and sell. Call the'Terrace 790.2567 (c5.255) 
Auction Mart, 4434 LakeNo 
Ave. t35-5172, (ctfn-7.9-79) 
. 
• CASH 
Am purchasing ECRIC 
shares. Ph 635.4226. Also House for lease, 3 bedrooms, 
fireplace etc. To working 
selling Suzuki dirt bike. aS.. couple no children,no pets, 
100. 1979 model. Practically ref 'erences requ i red ,  
new. Fh 63S.~.26. (c20.50) available Oct. 31, apply In 
100 Downhill skla with bin. 
rings. Used only 4 times. 
Also one baby car seat, 
Phone 635-1756. (p4.285) 
One 6 foot fl breglesa canopy. 
Asking 1300. Otis wood 
tooter.  $75• Phone 635.2468 
(p3.255) 
spot cash paid 
for your old 
FURNITURE - GUNS 
- JEWELLERY 
• - BCRIC SHARES - 
WE BUY - SELL - 
TRAOE. DELIVER • 
Terreca's t~t  Unique 
Second HeM 
Antique Store 
Gunsmlthlng 
Quality Workmanship 
Guaranteed 
Buy • Sell 
Good Used Skates 
QUEE"SWAY 
TRADING 
3215 Ketum Street 
Ph. LM-1618 
attn.12.9.79) 
HALL RENTALS 
Oddfellows Hall . 3222 
Munroe. For further In. 
formation phone 635.2794 or 
~5.5461. (am.7.0-79.Tu, Fr) 
N~torhome for rent. Sleep! 
& Luxuriously equipped. 
Fully Insured. Book early 
for your winter holiday. 
Available deify, weekly, 
monthly. Phone 632.2420 
((:20-11o) 
For Sale: Registered 
Alaskan Malamute poppies. 
Sire & Dam out of Sliver. 
sheen Kennels. Available 
Oct. 19. Ph 6311.1996. (p10. 
265) 
writing to house P.O. Box 
334, Terrace. (p5.2~) 
3 BR basement suite• Wall i0 
wall carpet, frldge & stove. 
No pets allowed. Ph• 635- 
236O. (p2-26S) 
411 Straume. 4 bedroom 
home, 1176 sq. ft. Completely 
finished basement, I~Klroom, 
sauna, large laundry room, 
re(: room, fireplace• Large 
lot, gas heat. Priced low: 
70'a. For more detail or to 
dew ph~e 635.6055 after 
t30 p.m. (pS.2Ss) 
Modern 3 bedroom house for 
sale• Has fireplace, ensulte 
plumbleg, close to schoule. 
• Phone 635~435 after 6 p.m.' 
(cS.2b) 
4811 Straums 
4 bedroom home, 1178 eq E. 
Complete ly  f in i shed 
beasmeet, bedroom, seuw,. 
large laodry room, re¢ morn, 
firoploea, Large let gllS IwitJ 
Priced law 70"s. For mere 
detail or to view phone 4,15. 
40M after 4:30 p.m. (p0.3SS) 
For Sale: 3 bedroom home 
m large, fenced corner let.' 
Finished beaement, 3 
bathrooms & den• Close to 
Khcola. Phone 635•3776 after 
6 pm. (p4-285) 
1974 3 BR Knight modular 
home situated on ~ acre 
landscaped lot on Copperelde 
Subdivision. Has vogetebla 
garden ,  greenhouse ,  
amokehouea & shed. Exc.~ 
cendltlon. Please call after 5' 
Wn 635.3014 (ctf.14.9.79) 
Forsele: 4 bedroom house. 
Wall to wall carpet. Full 
basement all finished. 
Garage. Concrete driveway. 
On large, fully lender.aped 
lot. To view phone 
(pS.2Ss) 
For Sale: 2 storey leg home. 
Approx. 1200 eq. ft. on main 
floor, located on large Jcenlc 
Ioton Skeena St. Call 638-1121 
between 8-5 pm Mon..Fr. 
(c10.2iiS) 
Motorhome for rent. Sleeps 6 
luxuriously equipped. Fully 
Imured. Book early for your 
winter holiday. Available 
dally, weekly, monthly. 
Phone 632.2420. (c20.110) 
200 plus acres with mile pr 
more of water frontage. Send 
details to Charles Cerruzel, 
Box 101; Noble, Ont. POG 
IG0. (c20-20) 
WANTED TO BUY--  old car 
and truck and cat batteries• 
Top price paid. Will pick up. 
Ph 635.4735 anytime. (p20. 
40)  
Foetlths Disease forces sale 
of '76 Sengster 18' boat. Coho 
model. Walk through wind. 
shield. Full canvas, sleeper 
a te .  450 hours. Well 
rnelntalned slnca new. 16500. 
Pl'one 635.3744 or 635-6310 
(p3.25s) 
Wanted to rent . 2 or 3 
bedroom furnished home. 
aoce totown or by overpass, 
Phone 635.7630 [c10.So) 
WANTED 
TO RENT 
2 or 3 bdrm. house wltt 
bHement end 'fireplace 
preferred• Must be clean 
with 1or 2 steps to front door. 
Call A.F. Williams at 567. 
4191 collect. (c20.35S) 
House with garage requlr H 
as soon as PoUlble by couple 
with no children or pate; 
References available. Phone 
638-1803. (ct!n.4.9.79) 
For Rent: 900 eq. ft. on 2nd 
floor. Air conditioned, 
Located at 4623 Lakelse Ave. 
pheno 635.2552. (ctfn.4-9.79) 
Warehouse or manufac. 
tBV= foot Stercreft super, taring space available Im. 
sport boat with 70 hp mediately. 3100 eq. ft. 
Evlnrude end 6 hp Evlnrude. Oewntown location. Phone 
Complete with EZ.lcad 635.7540. (ctfn.4.9.79) 
troller. Excellent condltlen. 
Many extras. SSg00 Phone 
632.2803 (c5-275) 
18' cabin cruiser, Jchmon 60 
HP• FlbregleM over wood. 
Double axle trailer, canopy, 
good fishing beat. U,250 
060• Phene 635.2455 after 6 
pro. (cs.t O) 
1977 Heavy Hauler boa; 
Waller with or without power 
winch. Designed to have 25 
ft. boat. Phase 635-4777. 
(cffn.4.9.79) 
10 saree old Lakelsa Lake 
Road. Near Williams Creek. 
In,000 Phone ~IS-7950 or 635. 
~70 (p5.2~) 
LOT FOR SALE: Exc, large 
lot on 4518 Cedar Cretc. Ideal 
residential area with 
potential view. S21,000. 
Contact 635-7~6. (cffn.14.9. 
7t) 
- |' 
HomM, TueMay, f~mt|mbor 35, .1979, Page 15 
. ~SALE~ ,.~ ~ ~ 
1~ acre= in Toplsy, ~,C,, 1 i
mile off Hwy. 16. Ltohfly! 
treed. 19 mlleo from 
Houston. 2 rr, l le l  from 
Sunset Lake, Power, water 
!and 3 bdrm. trailer. Asking 
131,500. For. more In: 
formation contact: ' 
G.W. Glbs~ 
P.O, Sox "i~9 
Toploy, B.C. 
or 
C.F, G Ib~ 
Terrtice, 8.C. 
~4t75 
[nc.sff) 
CHICKEN DIJON... 
A FRENCH CLASSIC  
~9~2 Ford ~×~ ~'I00. $I~0, 
Ph 635:4561, (ctfn.17.9-79i 
1974 --  12}¢60 Glendalo 
tr,~bllo home. 3 BR plu| 
utlllly. Set up 8. skirted with 
full deck In ~'all~ Park. 
Immsculate co~dltk~. To 
view No. 12 . Tlml~rland 
Trell,~.," 'Park or phon~ 638.  
I~S3. Wheels Included. (c5- 
10} " r ' 
Plu~. 6x40 Iool' shack, 
F/nlshod. A~kln0 $7,~ OBO, Dijon, the capital of Burgundy; is famous for esoteric 
Phor~e 635.$261 for ap- dishes such as lark and woodcock pates, and for its 
~lnt~o,'~t to vloW~ (<;5-10) world-famous specialty--mustard. According to Larousse 
, ' For Sale: 19/0 14:<70 ~V~nco 
. ~ ~ c ~  mobile home, tmfurnlalmd, 
s~t ,p and skirted in lees! 
' irtillor p~vk. Phone ~S.973~: 
For Sale - Fully equlped (c-tfn.~.~.7.o) 
local con,~nlun"~ stor'o with _.= 
living accomr~od~f~ons. 12x56 Norw~.:Hern NLlt. 
~loredoosa 0God y~er-rou:ld unfurnlahed with 10x12' 
turnover. Fc~" furthc|' In. finished Iooy shack. Good 
formation ~tact  BO): 1214 mad. Raasoll~bly prlc~£' 
care of th~ Terrac*~.Kllh,~.~t Rlu~ ~35-5~39,(ps-~s) 
Dally I~reld or pho~t[~ 3,~- 
Gastronomique, "The famous mustard has, quite rightly, 
for centuries been considered the best." Dijon mustard 
combines white and black mustard seeds, often with 
herbs added, a~td the mustard gets its unique flavor from 
verjuice, an acid extracted from unripene& grapes. This 
quality mustard is readily available in the U.S. packed 
in distinctive, decorative jars or crocks. 
The fin0 chickens of Burgundy team with the mustard 
in "Poulet Dij6n," a regional classic and a superb dish 
for your next buffet supper or dinner party. The chicken 
is flavored with a savory mixture of tousled, chopped 
onion, garlic and parsley. The ingredient list is short~ 
the chicken is easy to prepare; even a noviee eook ean 
turn out a splendid version of this French classic. 
. . . . .  - 
F IRESAFE Y! I ' I PS  ~T 
FROM SNUFFY  ® N@~(  
Boating Can Be Beautiful-When You're P~epared 
As more and more people ~ ~.~' k
discover the fun of motor- I~ ~-~ - I~ .~ i~ 
; boating, Snuffy,~ the Burger ~ , ,~ . ,~  ~ --I 
King Talking Fire Engine, ~ I~[" f f%7~\ . - -1  
tells how to steer clear of i i l~ J / . l .~~] J~- :~ i  
possible fire hazards, t~.~.-,.,~, . = .7~- I  
• Few people realize that I = ' - ~ ~ ' ~  
a pint of gasoline used to ~ ~-  . . . .  
fuel an outboard motor has ._.., _ :__ .., . _ ~.~^.^ :, 
toe explosive p,.'.ver o[ ou ~.  ,,,~. ,,, *n . . . . . . . . . . .  v.=.or. Then 
slinks of dyn~...te. You  d ;~n~ ~f ~h~ ~.  
may be carrying several gal- -'-~." ...... 7. "'~" . . 
l onsonyour  boat, so handle ..~ .itecap zne gas rank 
it, store it and treat it ugenuy"znen cnecK z~. 
carefully, ,~ways Keep an ap- 
• Only adults should fuel proved and fully-charged 
the boat. And it should be fire extinguisher handy 
refueled during daylight when refueling. 
hours because gasoline is • Galley stoves ean also 
cause serious fires. Be sure 
they are secm'ed rigidly and 
that all fittings and con- 
nect ions  are regularly 
checked for leaks. 
• Be sure to keep elec- 
trical eqt~ipment and ~/iring 
in good condition. 
• Amply ventilate bat- 
teries and protect them 
from accidental damage or 
shorting, Set them in a 
secure box or rack to pre- 
vent  the i r  sh i f t ing  or  
easy to spill in the dark. 
• Don't smoke in or near 
the boat while it's being 
refueled. 
• Shut off eli electrical 
equipment during refueling. 
• Gas fumes can be more 
dangerous than dynamite. 
;to keep children off the 
boat by closing all doors 
md hatches While refueling. 
• If you use portable 
tanks, fill them away from 
Marsh World 
• ~ . ' ~ ~  . 
AMERICAN GOLDENEYE (Bucephala clangula) - 
These deep-water ducks haunt tree-bordered ponds, 
marshes and lakes. Early spring migrants, they 
are seen on rivers at first ice brea/kup then move 
ontQ marshes and lakes as these open up. Nests 
are located in cavities in trees or in hollow stubs 
but nest-boxes placed three to fifteen metres high 
in trees near water are frequently occupied. 
NashrNm Pickers 
Pine Mushrooms are now being bar. 
vested. For cash and the best price In 
town, contact: 
ELAINE llEUYE 
4~:=Olmn 635-9451 T.- . . , . .C.  
the boat.. 3971 (CrFN) For Sole: 12~68' 2b~drcom 
~oLqlo homo with 0gtmslon POULET DIJON * To prevent a static 'overturning. 
In living room, levy ~had(, (Makes about 8 servings) . ~park, keep the metal nozzle Fol lowing these aug-  ~ "--'---- 
of the gas hose in contact gestions can help,keep fire 
~rnl~h~l or unfuml~had. 2 chickens, quartered, about 3 Ibs. each with the tank at all times, from upsetting the good 
~cl~ls  Ir~luirlos pl~s0, Salt and pepper . • Pay attention to what time you and your family ~* ,  Lawrnce  W, Clay 
W14 Comet GT. El(gallant Phon~ 618-184~ (ph-26s) 1/t cup butter ' " you're doing so you don't will have on your next 
~0ndltlon, newp~lnlleb, 1965, ___~_ .  • -~ 2tablespoonsDljonmustard spill gas. If some gas does boating outing, and 
- 289 high p~rforml~r,c~ 1974 12~¢~03 bsdroom E~t~to I clove garlic, chopped . ' ~ 
~,or, super c., ,l~= ~, ~,,,~o.S~lu..~,ki.~,o ~ small onion, chopp~. . . . . . . .  ~.:........::.....:.~.::.:...:::.;:;::.~:::;::.`....`.`..:~:...:..~.....,:~.~.,..,:.....~.~....~.......:.:.:.....:.:...:.:~ Iks  Carolyn A. boded 
.lady mace. ,V, any other ~mnvHIIITrallerCourfwlth lcan(101/2oz.gconaenseacmegenorom 
mdras. Phone ~5-~0 afi¢¢6 ~ WEEBD TflVEL ! . . . . . .  I~I0 "Inoul~fecl pordh 6",(25 :L tablespoon fLou~ . _ _ ii..< l i t .  tp~-tuJ ver~nd~ and work ~d 2 tanmspoonannely noppeo pmmey* . are  happy to announce  that they were 
Sal"~': ~;6 ~orago sh~d, Nice Iw.vn and Sprinkle chicken on all sides with malt and pepper. In married OII Monday;,  k l~e ln lNw 17111 i f  i 
For Dvlsun 710 _ : _. three fluNor b~ds. Phoebe 635- large skillet heat butter and brown chicken pieces slowly ~ R~llable,  responsible Terrace coupl'e wish [ Knox Un i ted  Church,  Terrace,  B.C.  ! 
9:30t s-ma~°r'o~'n°n~ 4798 (pI(~20) " on all sidas. Insmallbowl,  mixrsmainlnglngzedlent~until ~ to rent  MOTOR HOME for Thanksgiving i 
from (c.~.~7~)) : I ~ . , . . . . . . . . . . .  well blended. Pour mixture over chicken. Simmer, tusning~ ~t weekend. P lease  ca l l  i 
- .~ . - '~ .~. . "  • For Sale" |2x.~ f~t  Knl-ht pieces occasionally until chicken is tender, about 40' i~ . : ~- " '~  ' ~ f. ~"~"  
1964Chevelle bletio(t WtgO~l, t ra i l , - ;1  . . . . . .  u.. O minutes. Remove chicken to  p|a.ar, Stir pan juices ".~ • 635  7318 : 
6 cyl. auto, GOOdp = r.nnlnge 635 mOT--'" z-or:" u turlne|'°tarpe ! nlnron . X/=please scraping, all. browntl [ekPartieles from skillet, Simmer until ~.~,~.;...;~;.;.....;.;.a.'% ," ~:~.~:~:°: ~.~;;~:~.~.~.;;~;;;;~%%~;;%:~%~.*.~;~%;~:~:~;~*~a~~%~;~;~;~;~;~;~;~;%~;~.~ v.o  .............................. .. ....... ~ ; ' ; ' ; ' ' ; 1 ~ * ~ , : ; ;  
. . . .=  . . . . . . .  _ . ,  = _ o  , .  .e. o., SKB AUTO ~S0, (pl.25S) . . . . .  ":' . . . . . .  Serve with hot petite pois and Champiguous de Paris. 1] ;:; ~:'-1 
. . . . . . . .  ,,,o,,~,.o~,o. tp~-,~, F . . . . . . . . . .  Auto -=~, -s  ~! i~ i~! ~,,o.c'm"'r'~ ~,ori'odr'w,.,,"l', ,',.'k "'' i ~ , ~ ~ ,  ~A. . ,  , . . . . . . . .  ~ . . ,  ,~ . . .~  Rivers ide  =r  - -~: - -  ~.~i~ . ' 2~14. Kalum St ..LTI,'~il. i:-: . . . .  ~- - ' - ' _  ~: -! ~-~,Ui  13 U I  I I~1  ~ ~ L~| ~ ~:~ 
Asking S4450.'.~.; Will ~cc~,t ' cK -~~. t~d;~Bl$  ~ '~]~-~ ~ } ~  [ }~J~Z ( 11117' IH " i ii! " lh  hiIIOSl stock of n0d rock parts 
ill: . "'" .6'  Sr.~mp~r ,ravel train, .  " • ' Used Cars & Trucks ,, s, ,,.i..,!r 
d)or hot, ~o~,xJ ¢ondlt[°~'l,, ~xc,3li~fl| cundltloll, ' Car repairs are one of the ' J~ 1Ready for the ro~d,t  Redu(Nid PI.,C0| i ,  I i  ~! 
=king $1,000, 1972 Oodg,o Electric w~l®r system, re=in sources of consumer RBBf f  IDDm0NS FOR P I I l TS  
Polara 2 2. door h.t~, .O ~m¢l! Por~oblo tollct, friday, complaints. They're also a ]H  "73 INTERNATIONAL PICK-UP 'LJ:~ 
,pe =,,  n~v ,,,,o, ,,o o o ~:; '15 Bronco 76 loop Ci7 79 Coupr • . ~ Ing etc. $2509. Phone s urce of apprehension be- J~  75 VOLKSWAGEN J ~ . ! ~! tir s, trans., mechanic ~.3744 or 635-6310 (p3-25s) cause people often don't i r i  72 CHEV PiCK-UP R !:i 
Ipeclal $900 WIH tske h'ado know e~actly what's wron ',J0J 72 FORD 1 TON with STEEL FLATDECK U • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  g 
for=. ""-rf'W°rkable+2 000truCk'PhopeThh~ d38car .r"'~" . . . . . . . .  ~o,~=: . . . . . . . .  "~'pr..~.~"'"""*"t"!~24"'~"'5193 ..... or where to go for help. An !lib 69 FORD F.250 '~Ju ~:~ I I 
,. wu . .  . . . .  ell company expert talked 62 INTERNATIONALS TON with FLATDECK ~ D W Van 78  Pontiac _..w-. 
|764or ,a |  ~iO Park. (C$- ~.Sw;r~,*~ u . . . . . . . . . . . .  , tO top consumer activists ii ~ i.~ ~ m r~ ~ l . b  970 Chov  4dr .  ~f~ .~ • , and leaders of thecar epa,r , , . . .  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ ~  industry to find out the best 4129 Subutation Road " . i~ Iii '78 Chev ½ Ton;  T/iieia" 2 ]r .~ 1978 Plymouth i':U'~' 13. J ~ i ~ ~ !  wa,s car owners could in- 24 HOUR TOWING ; 
6s, . .s~ m-enos iil '78 T-Dnrd '77 Fml Lldo 
, .~  ~ _ ~ ___  ~= == ,~lii! i . . . .  - . . -  ..;.,..j 
ii t Evlnlnp |315-31170 KIn Ir Iill ~ 
British Columbia =?.':':':'='='=':::=='='='======~-.= 
Buildings Corporation / 
Invitation toTender' . I llNEED EXTRA OASH? i
n SEALED TENDERS, merked CONSTRUCT 'EX. I 
I TENSION OP SNOW RDOS OVER O~mCE I 
I TRAILER, CASSlAR, B.C/;  will be racelved upto 3:00 I iiil The A&W has two Ix~ltions iiil 
i pm.Octobor3rd, 1979. and tho'e aval lable at that tlme i~i open for appllcants ~i 
I wlllbe opened In public at 4e27 Kelth Avenue, Terrace, I 
. . . . . .  - -  . . . . . . .  ~':::" ' :" 2 " p ' " 'a  eement, find out if the I ='w'""  / ii~ 1.part.t lmekltchenemployee i:il 
North, tit ~rmlr office, 03- • ~ , . F i~'.': 1 - part-time front end person ii!! ted estonate Very Its the "/6 Gran T='lno, p,~,, p,b,, ~n  0 ,~  ~ Avanue. . • . '. . .. facility has arrangements 
. . . . . . . . . . . . .  nest sa[.~guaru agams~ me • • I Tender dacumente may be oMalned at the above ed- I Mr tend. Indu~= winter T . . . . . .  ~"  "" t ~ 4'00 ,, , , ,, with any arbitration service 
radials. 'L~w n'k,.~e ~'~'"~c~"~: - -=,~ '=~,~, .  fi, e oelocK, surprise-- l ike the Better Business I , * ' " "  i i!~ HOURS:shorfevenlngshlft i~! 
Alkln.. $~,g~0 firm Ph~r'~ ~,,?: ,~.o.,..,.,,,~ . . . .  r ,  payin R more man you ex- Bureau, etn.|fnot, putyour I - ' "'f~i and i:i ap ' (J~l(-.~,r 1zTnt |y/y, ' pocted • . • • R0-2421 (ph.27s) ' . complamt in wrntmg and I ' Tandersmaybe'vlewedetAmlklomeled¢~ultructlet I ,:~ weekend work ~ 
. . . . . . . . . . . .  .~ . . , . . . .  What  does  "cer t i f i ed"  send copies to consumer I 0dlo¢ilflen, lMhOIkStrsat, Vencsuver, B,~; Bulkley | 
69 P rd XL 500 ~ door ~n0 wc~ sna,i cc~mlsr or v 19 "o -, , ' ' . " _ __. mechanic mean, It generally protection agencies. .| VlIIW - Leken Dhtdc l  Cmmt~f lm Am~Mt lan ,  4134 I. 
auto, in ge~d run,l,~ con. ~oarmg.. ~n= ~,'uDotnp, mean,~ the mechanie has Ask for a copy of the I Railway Avenue, Smamr=, e.C.~ Pdnen Rupert I i i l l  PLEASE APPLY  IN PERSON AT:  iii 
exC~VetlOn, co, lcrere ~ ~ te on " ~ - - - ~  dlt lm. Sh00 i~ ,e  ~1~..t796 ! . .  . "~o. Ias%d .sts car repair, Car Repair Shopping i Ceneh~¢tlen A=e0dMlen, No. 1.2~ Tltlrd Avenue I ;~: .,. 
~05.2~) ~u.i1¢la.!!cn. w~r~, b~CKtll!~ propared and given by auto Book," when you write: ~: ~ ~  "~: i w=t  Prlnm Rupert, E.C.~ Prince Gearge Con. I .:':i .;!i 
. . . . . . . . . . .  SUI~-$OII ~l'alrleL~, rouen manufacturers, oil eGG- Answer Books, Shell Oil n Slflldlen AUnclatlen. 3151 - 1lilt Avenue, Prlaca J ::': ~ ::~ 
For Sale' 19~4 Ford Fol¢on, ~'adlng ~nd ~l~t~d works, p~,nies related industry or. Co., P.O, Box 4315, Dept 
m -od--~'u'mlno co~dltl~, ganizations or states. N, Houston, Texas 77001. i G~rlN, D.C./ T~'rece . K l f lmt  Comtru¢tlen I i AJ,mdaflon, 4"1 Kolflt Avenue, T , ! , ,  B.C. / tii s , , , . .  MALL  
Asking S3~ Phen~ t;~.l&~5 Plans, sp~clfl¢~tlon~ and ~.~.y.%%~.~.:.:¢.:.~..:.:.:~.<.~::..:.~.::..$.~~:..:$:~::~:...~.~.~:.~ 
~"_"_' ........................... ~,t.l.o~ut~h.o~,~,,~ih= I ~=~|!~ tF |n=n~m_d= IIII I TenderomuCbeflledontheformspro~ded, lnml I' ~.~:~:~:~:~:~;:;::~;~;~::`:;~;~;~;~`~;:;~;~:~`~;~;~;~.~;~:~:~:~:~;:;~;~;~;::::~:::~;~:~:~`~:~ 
.-* ~chlt~ct ' I ' =q~=i l l l  ~ff I I I I I  . . . .  m~W IIII I clearly merked envetopel, / 
1970 2-dr'. D,~tt~;,~' * r.FO.~' ~',~'~) ' ' ' L__ a ' ~ '111 
FIRM Phone'6~i-~l.~i o~" 635. ' "~-" "~ .- "' I I 
l'-ocucnt~.t~v, dilb,l~=ll~ble WHE E TO GO F R INV TME D E 11hi. ~k f;~" ~i~:o. (¢|ir, stf) ~ i * ~ . R . O ES NT A VIC I En¢luIrlen may be dlracted to the Building Manager, |'. I K,L, Eastman, 41=1 Kalth Avenue, Terreca, B.C. VSG I f~:~' Inspactlm tit tl~ terrace ": . . . . . . . .  .-I~--.~.,:~,,,,,, " " With inflation and higher i~r  ~ Jlll~_r~ tx_/qH ~f |1 ~ ~ i ~  Col~strucHon Association ~--eo l , ;~fi- -u~-l l  i~=;,~- I l i . .~-~ I I I I~#~Y~%~I | 1K7, telephone 111.1191 or Technloll Slrvlcos | 
l / ~ r } ~ ~  ~,,ce. ;~;t~,;~i,~; peo;le ge; ih"e / 1 1 ~ ~ % ~  | Mano=,r, ~ .  C.W. Wol,, ,,7S ~ulnn Street, Prince n 
I I~ I~ l#~, i~ '~ , h,~stv;,lue for their money. I I [Bb l l~  . r~ '~ '~ ~p,B .¢ .  V2N2X40taiophone..l121. ~r  Needed 
- ~ : ~ ,~1~ ~cl~lt~c~s North Hv ~ .,-~- ,--' . . . . . . . . . . .  
'Auto, P~, PP~, alr t:on, Terl'~Ce, ~.C. E~pcrts say many peo. llJ~-~'~-L~-v~___~F/ . f.n lmm .dltat iv! 
dltl=ing & ,:,r,~,~ilrt~, Sf~l VSG IS' :fie may not be getting their ~ ~ . ~ d .  ~ ' . . . . . .  
bllhld Mlch~,ll~a, Gro¢;1 wHh money's worth if they con- 
whl~e canop'y, ~z~d~ ~L2S0, 
Phone d&~.2222. As~(fo~' Cliff. 
(p~.2es) 
For Sale: 1979 D~i~o W~50, 
4x4 P.U. Phone 635.d391 from 
6:30 to 5 pm. (c3.27S) 
Brond new 1919 ~0 Ford 
F'or '* 
W~rhor's C~mpens,~tlon 
l~rd  
d British C~lumbt~. 
~5~ Fly, tier Street. 
Vancouver, B,C. 
VSZ 3I,S 
Co3.26S) 
pickup 4x4. Frae whe~lln~ ............................... 
hub|. 350 nngtn¢, t4~avy 
duty suspe,slc~, P,S,, p,b. 
Phone a47.9534 (c.~.27~) 
1975 GMC cusfomlzed van, 
P.S., P.B., lots of e}dr~. 
Mutt be ~n to be ~p. 
pro¢lafed, Pho~ ~$,2154 or 
&15.7144. Custom Irdt~rlor ~i~d 
exterior p~lv~ lob, Ark for 
Mike. (nc.sff) Use 
For Sale 1977 t~J~o Club 
'.ab4xd,;7,000kllorro~tor,,~ ~"174 e ~e~ "$ 
. .  ~ 6~-~,  (¢.-10) ~. .4 [~.S~t~]L~8 
.....r 
For Sole: 1976 Chor(~keo 
wide track, air ¢ond!Hr..nlr~g, 
~.  ,= .7 ,  ~o . . ,  Pho 
iW8 Ford. I-~tho 4x4 3.~o V8 
PS, PB compl~t~ -with 
tape player, Ev~.~ltt~Iz pl~em "~J~e.J~P ~e~;~ 
call 63~.1517. "(~M~-,t-Y-79)~ 
t inue to get investment 
advice from the sources 
they're t~sing now. . .  
It seems many people 
seek money management 
help from friends or rela-' 
Lives, not financial profes- 
s ionals.  In fact,  a recent 
naLiortwide snrvey of work- 
ing women reveals that only 
one in to, turn to a stock- 
broker  or investment  
counselor for advice. 
Why do, ' t  people go to 
trained finmlcial profession- 
ale for help with thei r  
mone'y problems? Many be. 
lieve they'll have to pay 
for advice. Bat usual ly 
timre's ,o  charge for basle 
information, Many others 
think they must. have a lot 
of money to invest to get 
help from a stockbroker or 
financial planner. But that's 
not ~o ,either. A registerell 
representative--that's often 
the name for persona who 
sell securities - might rec- 
ommend a mutual fund. 
The, minimum investment 
i ,  that fund could be $250 
or eve, tess, And there's no 
law thai says you have to 
accept the advice that's 
paves. 'rhe final decision is 
left to tl~e investor, 
If people rely only upon 
help from friends or rela, 
fives, they may be in for 
big problems. Friends are 
well-meaning, but they really 
don't know about all the 
products that could help 
fu l f i l l  indiv idual  needs. 
Sometimes friends recom- 
mend investments hat have 
done well for them. But 
their goals and money cir- 
cumstances may be differ- 
ent. Investments often have 
different financial aims. For 
' Instance, some mutual (unds 
aim to build up eepital, 
others to Incrsue current 
income. Others invest In 
municipal bonds that are 
free of federal tax. People 
should try to select invest. 
meats whose goalp closely: 
match their own. 
A stoekbroker, flnaneial 
planner, mutual fund repre- 
sentative or banker ean sug- 
gest investments hat could 
help meet your objectives. 
• It's a good idea to read 
about investments before 
buying them. For free JnfOr-L 
motion about mutual funds, 
write to the Investment 
Company Institute, Dept. A( 
1775 K Street, N.W., Wuh- 
ington, D.C. 20006. 
British Columbia 
v Buildings Corporation 
Invitation to Tender 
SEALED TENDERS, merkid INSTALL NEW CHAIN 
L IHK FEHCE, HIGHWAYS COMPLEX, TATOGGA 
LAKE, B.C.", will be remlved up to 3:00 p.m. October 
3,1979, end thosa avellalde at thet time will be opefled 
In public at 4127 Kelth Avenue, Terrace, B.C. V0G 1KT. 
Tender dncumente may be obtained at the above ed- 
•am,  " * 
Tenders mw be vlewaNJ at ~elgamated Ctmstru¢llan 
Auoclaflon, 211S Oek Steel, Vancouver, iI,C.n eulkley 
Valley. L ibel  Distdct Conatrnctlee An~latkm, 4124 
Railway Avenue, SmltMrs, B.C.I Prince Rupert 
Con~ru~lm Aunclatmon, IM.24~ lrltlrd Avenue West, 
Prinm Rupert, B.C.I Pdace Geerpe CmtstrKtiM 
Auod|flen, 11SI • l l th Aroma5 Prime Gee'p, B.C.I 
Terrace. Kltlmat Cenatnctim As~)¢latl~, 4911 Kollh 
Avenue, Torroen, B.C. 
Tenders must be flied nn the forms provided, In sealed 
¢lenrly marked anvelopee. 
Enqulrlas may be dlrs¢tM to the Building Manager, 
ILL. Eastman, 4111 Kelth Avenue, Terrace, B.C. V|G 
1K7, tolophona 611-11tl or Tachnlcal Services 
Ntnager, Mr. C.W. Wolf, 2275 Qulnn Street, Prince 
George, B.C. V2N :IX& tMepi~ont S6241|1. 
COPY 
TYPIST 
I ¢ 
This Is a permanent full time 
position, Fast and aoonrete 
tfplnl  Is a ueeessilj, 
Exeellent fringe benefits, 
Please phone for an nppelnlment 
and t lpln| test, 
TENII ACE:K|'I'IM tT 
dally herald 
636-6367 
Page li, The Herald, Tuesday, Se~ember 25, 1979 
Graduation Rift 
By Abigail Van Buren 
~¢, 1979 by ChiOlgO T~ibune.N.Y. News Synd, Inc. 
DEAR ABBY: Our daughter, who has always been an ex- 
cellent student, graduated from a fine Eastern school ast 
spring. She decided not to stay for the commencement 
ceremony since she felt the financial burden wasn't justified. 
Consequently she felt it would be tacky to send graduation 
announcements, so she didn't send any. 
We have a large family on both sides, and I have always 
acknowledged graduations with giRs-announced or not. 
Even though the whole clan was aware of my daughter's 
graduation, ot one sent her a girl 
I am upset over this, and intend to act accordingly when 
future gift-giving events occur in the family. 
My daughter thinks I am being overly sensitive, What do 
you think? 
DISAPPOINTED MOTHER 
DEAR MOTHER: You are hurt because your daughter's 
accomplishments were not aekoowledged, and I don't blame 
yeu. But if you intend to withhold sifts from the elan 
because they failed to give your daughter a graduation gilt, 
you are, in effect, ackuowledsiug that yon give only to get • 
gift or to repay one. 
DEAR ABBY: As you pointed out to STEAMED IN 
STOCKTON, who cooled his heels in the doctor's office for 
two hours, emergencies and telephone interruptions can 
throw any doctor off schedule. As an obstetrician I am par- 
ticularly susceptible tothis, but there is no excuse for keep- 
ing a patient waiting for two hoursl I don t care whether he 
earns $50 an hour or is unemployed, every patient's time 
should be considered as valuable as the doctor's. 
If I am running late, my office telephones the patients to 
let them know before they arrive at my office. 
Any patient who is kept waiting for two hours hould com- 
plain to the receptionist who booked the appointment, and 
to the County Medical Society if necessary, 0verbooking is a 
common practice, unfortunately. And unless these doctors 
who overbook don't get feedback in the form of complaints, 
they will continue to overbook. 
. . . . . . . . .  IRVINE, CALIF., DO CTOR 
DEAR DOCTOR: You're just what the patient orderedl 
DEAR ABBY: I'm getting married next month and a very 
touchy problem has come up, My fiance wants to sing at our 
wedding. And before you say you think it's a lovely idea, let 
me give you a few facts, Danny has a fair voice. Just fair. It's 
all right in the shower, but it's not good enough to sing in 
public, He loves the idea of having such a large audience, 
but, Abby, our wedding uests are coming to see a wedding, 
not to hear a concert. Danny is practicing three numbers 
with his sister who plays the piano, and she plays about as 
well as Danny sings. 
I love Danny and hate to hurt him, but I don't want to be 
embarrassed at my own wedding. So how do I tell him I 
don't really want him to sing? I don't want my wedding day 
turned into amateur night. 
ON THE SPOT IN COLUMBUS 
DEAR ON: Honesty is the best policy. Tell Danny you 
love him very much, but you feel that your wedding isn't he 
nppropriate place for him to sing. 
Your Individual 
Horoscope 
- -  Frances Drake 
FOR TUF_~DAY, 
SEP TEMBER 25,1979 
ARIF-~ 19) t '~4~ (Mar. 21 to Apr. 
Counteract the moodiness of
close ones with affection. 
Follow up inspiration with 
perspiration for success in 
work areas. 
TAURUS 
(Apr. 20 to May 20) 0~-~ 
Have faith in the unusual 
ideas of close ones. Give them 
independence and they will 
respond with loyalty. Be 
supportive of dcpendents. 
GEMINI 
(May 21 to June 20) ][][ 
A change in work schedules 
may leave you more time to 
finish duties at home. Be 
adaptable and ready to fulfill 
obligations. 
CANCER July 22)~I~ (June 21 
The unexpected possible in 
romance. Get to know others 
before inviting them home. 
Balance charged feelings with 
careful planning. 
LEO 
<July 23 to Aug ~)~ 
Be practical. Check out 
unusual ideas of family 
members with an eye towards 
costs. Someone ismoody and 
just acting "hurt." 
vm~o ~ 
(Aog. 23 to Sept. 22) 
Don't let the unexpected at
work upset your feelings. Be 
innovative and capitalize on 
changing circumstances. Be 
thorough. 
LmRA 
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 2~.) "n-~ /~ 
Financial news from a 
distance should be further 
researched. Be on the lookout 
for opportunity re publishing, 
education, and travel. 
SCORPIO v:2)  
(Oct. 23 to No 1 
Before you rush into 
anything, consult with a 
trusted friend or adviser. 
Don't lapse into an anti-social 
mood in the p.m. Be sociable. 
SAGITTARIUS ~t~ 
(Nov. 22 to Dec. 21) 
Unexpected news of a 
confidential nature surprises. 
Play ball with higher-ups and 
don't be tempted by a friend to 
goof off. 
CAPRICORN 1 ~  
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) 
New contacts may have 
solutions, insights to old 
problems. Be courteous in the 
p.m. with one who doesn't 
exactly turn you on. 
AQUARIUS ~=~ 
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18) 
Be true to yourself in 
dealings with higher.ups who 
will respect your in- 
dividuallty. Capitalize on new 
career openings. 
P=C= X~ 
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20) 
A chance for a sudden trip 
may come up. Welcome the 
opportunity to visit old 
friends. Close ones are sup- 
portive of your interests. 
What kind of day will 
tomorrow be? To find out what 
the stars say, read the 
forecast given for your birth 
Sign. 
fl¢l ftAfl 
I0.1 
"1 think he's saying he want= a one-way ticket 
to Egypt." 
J I ] " I I  I r i 
l CR()SSW(:,RD" i 
ACROSS 
1 Cigarette 
, residue 
6 Allow 
9 Native of: 
a suffix 
12 Hide 
13 Wrath 
14 -- Moines 
15 Italian fare 
16 Van Gogh 
18 Sea c¢. 
States 
20 Demotmh: 
vat. 
21 West or 
Murray 
23 Sea bird 
24 Valleys 
25 Nautical 
term 
27 Once more 
29 Leased 
31 Word with 
• room 
35 Thick 
liqueur " 
31 Belgian 
river 
38 Harem 
owner 
41 Likely 
43 Pindaric DOWN 11 Kefauver 
opus 1 Cleopatra's 17 Word with 
44 Author ' undoing nook 
Wiesel 3 RR stop 19 Barter 
45 Regard 3 Washout 21 Deface 
47 Most pathetic 4 Spanish 2Z Pub request 
49 Correct article 24 Roman 502 
52 Sesame 5 Finely 26 Delineated 
53 Vane stratified 28 Expert 
direction rock 30 Time period 
54 Word with 6 Word 33 Compounds 
shopping with ~f a sort 
55 Single unit room 33 Composer 
56 Poetic 7 Sevareid " Rorem 
contraction 8 Denary 34 Post-~AT 
57 City on the 9 Perfect exam 
Ruhr 10 Unrelaxed 
Avg. solution time: 25 mlu. 
I~I~ISMM~IAIL I IS~EIW[ 
tAIMIAHIRI l IAIMTIAI~IOI 
LAMI I IE I IAIL I  I IIOIRISIC~ 
IRIOIE~EINiTIICE~RIKIEIDI 
E UIMIS 
iDI, IMI~FIEIRIRlY~NI. 
IAI;Zl/ UITP ~,IDIAI 
I~AINIHIOILIEISHISINIEIEI 
PDID T ~ E ' I I 
15ITIOIVIEISIIA N T L E RI 
IHIOiWlEIILIOITIITIOINIEI 
IOII~IEILIIAIWIEiLIAI INI 
IDIOII21SmWIEIDIIEINIDIOI 
7-27 
Answer to yesteniny's puzzle. 
38Type of 
bedroom.  
38 Spaghetti 
topping 
39 Actor Delon 
40 Advance 
furtively 
4~ Harass 
45 Serf, once 
46 Sovereigns, 
for short. 
48 Chemical 
suffix 
50 Born 
51 Type of 
room 
I 2 3 14 
" 11 NN 
21 22 W23 
25 
, . . . . . , . . 9 , 0 "  
2 4` 16 17 t 
~o I 
",-= I oo 
NPl . i  i 
CRYPTO~U[P 7-27 
CLYR 'Q HLCJLPB OKJPDF  DSPQSKB 
VLOOJCR OKSHFY V JQ  CSHF 
Yesterday's Cryptoqulp -- BAD PARTIAL BID CHOICE' 
FOULED UP TEAM OF FOUR MATCH. 
Today's Cryptoqulp clue: Y equals D
'l'ne Cryptoqnip is a simple substitution cipher in which each 
letter used stands for another. If you think that X equals O, It 
will equal O throughout the puzzle. Single letters, short words, 
and words using an apostrophe can give you clues to locat~g 
vowels. Solution is accomplished by trial and error. 
© 19;9 King Feslures Syndicate, inc. 
the AMAZING SPIDERMAN By Stan Lee and John Romita 
TRAFFIC OVER NEW YORK~ EAST RIVER COMES 
TOP OP THE ~ k . ~ ,  = I I I 
~ , d l T ~  /dqAVEN. 77/Z 
~ I--,~t ¢ZC~8F-.R/A~ , \'~1~. JaB 
~ I' I I~P~" I I~/{ .  r • LOOK~; HEL.P- 
q~7"/ON HA~ YS;.~',;I~ I 
NEAKENED F/;'.~ Nk~ I 
~ ' ~ "  Ib3~I '  NOW THE~ 
CATFISH 
• 
• ~_~-~ ~. 
n )l,I}~:!'~ ~ ~ • ' ,"' 
By Roger Bollen and Gary Peterman 
IN ~'AIL. I ,/ g~N.'P AH KN=dYA II 
the WIZARD OF ID By Brant Parker and Johnny Hart 
I A~K TH~ IP THeY  
HArP 1H~ ~I~U~T~AT~D 
F-N~¥c~PF~FI OP 
"1 
W~T / 
THAT. P / 
~ r ~ 
I 
~)IFI.III E~lldplllll. 181=, ll~l 
B.C. 
. . . .  .J 
, 
By Johnny Hart 
KINO P _ ~  
DOONESBURY 
/ I I 
By Garry Trudeau 
JOAN/E ? 
J / = 
o 
i 
948 
/ 
Z 
, 
/ 
R n 
~--~ NtlATHAVE 
YON PON~ H~,, t~/*r 
70 YOUR I EVEN 6El" 
.HAIR ? A ~ FAST 
